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PREFACE 
The study upon which this publication is based is part of Regional 
Research Project GP-5, "Economic Problems in the Production and 
Marketing of Great Plains V1Theat," and Regional Research Project 
W-54 "A ppraisal Opportunities for Adjusting Farming to Prospective 
Markets. " 
The wheat-feed grain phase reported in this publication is a contri-
bution of the Production Subcommittee of Regional Project GP-5 and 
of the Idaho, Oregon and vVashington Agricultura l Experiment Sta-
tions of Regional Project W-54
The Resource Economics Committee, sponsored by the Great 
Plains Agricu ltural Council and The Farm Foundation, was helpful 
in the development of the GP-5 Regional Project. Also, the Great 
Plains Wheat Marketing and Development Association provided en-
couragement and some financial support in the project development. 
The Western Farm Management Research Committee of the West-
ern Agricu ltural Economics Research Council, sponsored by the West-
ern Agricultural Experiment Stations and The Farm Foundation, was 
helpful in the development of the W-54 Regional Project. 
Objectives and procedures of the Production Subcommittee of GP-5 
were closely coordinated with those of the W-54 Technical Commit-
tee, with the following overall purposes: 
To determine individu al farm-supply response for alternative 
product-price relationships and price levels with emphasis on wheat, 
feed grains, cotton and livestock. 
To estimate aggregate subregional a nd regional supply functions
for major commodities. 
To provide guides for optimum farm organizations and adjust-
ments and attendant adjustments by farm-related businesses and in-
stitutions in the Great Plains and Western States. 
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This report is a companion publication to a report summanzmg 
the major resu lts of programming resources of the wheat-feed grain 
producing regions of the Great P lains and Northwest. 1 As such, it 
describes the study areas in detail and presents detailed programming 
results of state parts of subregions previously reported. 




Plains and Northwest: 
and Area Descriptions 
Statistical Summaries 
W. F. Lagrone, R oy E. Hatch and Glenn A. Helmers 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a companion publication to a supply response and farm 
resource use study in the major wheat and feed grain areas of the 
Great P lains and Northwest. The purpose of this report is: 
To furnish a more detai led discussion of the study areas delineated 
in the wheat-feed grain supply response study. 
To provide more detailed programming results of the study for 
state parts of the 10 subregions used in the major analysis. 
It is anticipated that this additional information will prove u seful 
as a supplement in further interpretation of results and in planning 
research projects. 
STUDY AREAS 
The cr iteria used to delineate the 38 study areas in parts of 11 states 
were based primari ly on d ifferences in adjustment alternatives. In 
most cases, climate and soil variations resulted in different yields
cropping alternatives and tillage practices . 
1 H elmers, Glenn A. and W. F. Lagrone. "Wheat and Feed Grains In The Great 
Plains and Northwest: Supply Response and Resource Use." Great P lains Agricul-
tural Council Publication No. 37, Nebr. Agr. Expt. Sta. Res. Bui. No. 236, 1970. 
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In each of the geographic areas, U. S. Census of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Stabili zation and Conservation Service and other sec-
ondary data were used to estimate total farm land, total cropland 
and farm numbers. In some cases these da ta were also used for "sub-
tracting out" land resources devoted to specialty crops and o ther land 
not included in the resource base for aggregation purposes. 
Within each study area, representative resource situations (type 
and/ or size of farm) were delineated on the basis of factors such as
size of farm, soil capability, topography, development of irrigation 
and adjustment opportunities. Consequently, the number of resource 
situ ations varied considerably among areas. 
A total of 107 resource situations were analyzed in the 38 stud y 
areas (Table I). Data used to develop the representative fa rms and
relative weights were obtained from records and soi l surveys of the 
Soil Conservation Service, the Agricultural Stabilization and Conser-
va tion Service, the Statistica l Reporting Service, the U. S. Census of
Agriculture and recent farm management surveys. 




Su brcgion , state and Total Num ber of 
study area farms 1000 acres resou rce situations 
1. Montana winter wheat 7201 13253 8321 8 cash grain 
2 grain Ii vestock 
Montana Area l 5157 8957 5920 4 cash grain 
I grai n livestock 
Montana Area 3 2044 4296 2401 4 cash grain 
1 grain livestock 
2. North ern Plains spring wheat- 18353 22283 13490 4 cash grain 
Summer fallow 7 gra in livestock 
(a) Mon tana Area 2 4543 7633 4509 4 cash grain 
1 grain Ii vestock 
Nor th Dakota Area A 7710 8598 4769 3 gra in livestock 
North Dakota Area B 6100 6052 42 12 3 grain livestock 
(b) North Dakota sta te part 13810 14650 8981 6 grain Ii vestock 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- 29250 22149 16309 12 grain livestock 
Flax 
North Dakota Area D 8954 8662 3 grain livestock 
North Dakota Area E 5810 3975 3131 3 grain l ivestock 
North Dakota Area G 4508 2668 2427 grain livestock 
(a) North Dakota state part 19272 15305 11803 8 grain livestock 
South Dakota Area l a 2418 1548 805 I grain livestock 
South Dakota Area lb 917 880 484 I grain livestock 
South Dakota Area 5 23 15 1646 1152 I grain livestock 
South Dakota Area 6 4328 2770 2065 I grain livestock 
(b) South Dakota state part 9978 6844 4506 4 grain livestock 
4. South Dakota mixed spring and 
winter wheat 3864 3759 1896 10 grain livestock 
Sou th Dakota Area 2a 598 681 353 2 grain livestock 
South Dakota Area 2b 920 964 572 3 grain lives tock 
South Dakota Area 3 576 737 248 3 grain livestock 
South Dakota Area 4 1770 1377 2 grain li vestock 
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Table l. Representative £arms-projected 1970, 10 subregions 
Tota l land land 
Subregion, state and Total N umber of 
study area farms acres resource situations 
5. Central Pla ins winter wheat- 9 cash grain 
Summ er fallow 17729 256 18 ]7503 4 gra in li ves tock 
4 irrigated grain 
livestock 
Colorado Area 1 1290 2709 1987 1 cash grain 
Colorado Area 1922 3940 2595 1 cash g ra in 
Colorado Area 3 1229 2028 1413 1 cash grain 
Colorado Area 4 560 952 616 1 cash g rain 
Colorado Arca 5 160 358 246 1 cash grain 
(a) Colorado state part 5161 9987 6857 5 cash grain 
Kansas Area 4 4349 6094 4884 2 grain livestock 
2 irrigated grain 
lives tock 
Kansas Area 6 4282 553 1 3140 2 gra in livestock 
2 irrigated grain 
(b) Kansas state part 863 1 11625 8024 4 gra in livestock 
4 irrigated grain 
lives tock 
Nebraska Area 1 293 469 352 1 cash grain 
Nebraska Area 2 435 487 326 1 cash grain 
Nebraska Area 3 1992 1833 1275 1 cash grain 
Nebraska Area 4 1217 12 17 669 1 cash grain 
(c) Nebraska state part 3937 4006 2622 4 cash grain 
6. Central Plains Transitional 19875 16709 9685 4 cash grain 
Winter Wheat 2 grain livestock 
(a) Kansas Area 3 13373 12049 7141 1 grain Ii ves tock 
Nebraska Area 1368 876 534 1 cash grain 
Nebraska Area 6 1760 810 563 1 cash grain 
(b) Nebraska sta te pa rt 3128 1686 1097 cash grain 
(c) Oklahoma Area 2 3374 2974 1447 2 cash grain 
1 grain lives tock 
7. Central Plains continuous 25991 13857 9141 2 cash grain 
winter wheat 2 grain livestock 
(a) Kansas Area 2 19749 10447 6576 1 grain Ii ves tock 
(b) Oklahoma Area 3 6242 3410 2565 2 cash grain 
1 grain livestock 
8. South ern High Pla ins winter 6337 5458 4273 2 cash grain 
wheat-sorghum 5 grain livestock 
4 i1Tiga ted grain 
livestock 
(a) Oklahoma Area 1 1567 2405 1473 2 cash grain 
I grain Ii vestock 
(b) T exas Area 5 4770 3053 2800 4 gra in livestock 
4 irrigated grain 
lives tock 
9. Northwest white wheat 9454 12488 7930 23 cash grain 
(a) Northcentra l Oregon 1200 2805 1455 11 cash grain 
(b) Washington-N. Idaho 8254 9683 6475 12 cash grai n 
10. Southeastern Idaho h a rd 
winter wheat 1066 1974 1651 3 cash grain 
Total 10 subregions 139120 137548 90199 
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The optimal production plans determined for each representa-
tive farm were multiplied by its appropriate weight and summed to 
develop aggregative estimates for each study area. These aggregates 
were prepared on the basis of projected 1970 farm numbers thus
allowing some provision for changing farm sizes. 
In reporting major results of the study, the 38-state study areas 
were combined into 10 subregions (Fig. 1). The criteria used to com-
bine individual study areas into subregions were the similarity of class 
of wheat produced and the relative homogeneity of resources and pro-
duction practices. In most instances, the grouping of study areas into 
subregions was done disregarding state lines. Thus, subregions consist 
of study areas from more than one state. 
Historical comparisons of total land, cropland and farm numbers 
by study areas are includecl in T able 2. This table also includes 
estimates of the land resources included in the study and the pro-
jected farm numbers associated with those land resources. The pro-
jected farm numbers are the weights used in the aggregation phase 
of the study. 
Total land in the included areas increased slightly over two 
million acres from 1954 to 1964, with most of the increase occurring 
in the Pacific Northwest as a result of clearing and development of 
former forest lands. 
Although there was a net increase of cropland in the Pacific 
Northwest, there was a slight decrease in total cropland from 1954 
to 1964. Cropland associated with the representative farms accounts
for approximately 90% of the cropland reported in the 1964 Census 
of Agricul ture for the included study areas. 
A historical comparison of wheat and feed grain acreages indicates 
that wheat acreage declined from 46 to 31 % of cropland during the 
period 1953-64 while the acreage in feed grains was slightly higher in 
1964 than in 1953 (Table 3). 
The subregion and state study area descriptions which follow are 
presented in four major graups: 
Northern Great Plains. 
Central Great Plains. 
Southern Great Plains. 
Pacific Northwest. 
Northern Great Plains 
This three-state area, which includes Montana, North Dakota and 
South Dakota, is composed of 34 individual study areas. These study 
areas have been combined into 4 subregions for purposes of analyzing 
wheat-feed grain supply response . A brief discussion of the included 
subregions follows. 
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Figure I. Location of wheat and [eed grain sub1·egions. 
Table 2. Histor ical comparisons of total land, cropland and number of representative £arms in 10 subregions (United States Census of 
Agriculture). 




On rep. farm - 1970 I farms- Tota l \ of I 964 rep. Subregions 1964 1970 1970 
I. Montana winter wheat 37497 38591 13253 8231 8561 8321 97 15643 14720 7201 
Montana Area I 13939 14186 8957 5744 6002 592.0 99 747 1 7366 5157 
Montana Arca 3 23558 24405 4296 2487 2559 2401 94 8172 7354 2044 
2. Northern Plains sp ring 
wheat-summer fallow 32294 32906 22283 13648 13506 13490 JOO 26164 20419 18353 
(a) Montana Area 2 13102 14737 7633 4416 4600 4509 98 7265 5982 4543 
North Dakota Area A 12427 11890 8598 4930 4803 4769 99 10837 8282 7710 
North Dakota Area B 6765 6279 6052 4302 4103 42 12 103 8062 6155 6100 
(b) North Dakota state part 19192 18169 14650 8906 8981 101 18899 14437 13810 
3. Northern Plains spring 
wheat- fla x 25390 24554 22149 181 14 17860 16309 91 43156 33342 29250 
North Dakota Area D 8791 8329 8662 6661 94 13226 9892 8954 
North Dakota Area E 4645 4446 3975 3640 3423 3131 92 7513 6107 5810 
North Dakota Arca G 2829 2728 2668 2438 2419 2427 100 6033 4740 4508 
(a) North Dakota state part 16265 15503 15305 12765 12503 I 1803 94 26772 20739 19272 
South Dakota Area la 2380 2326 1548 1146 11 56 805 70 3297 2446 2418 
South Dakota Area lb 1165 1145 880 554 569 484 85 1255 938 917 
South Dakota Area 5 2003 2006 1646 1414 1402 1152 82 3403 2569 2315 
South Dakota Area 6 3577 3574 2770 2235 2230 2065 93 8429 4328 
(b) South Dakota state part 9125 905 1 6844 5349 5357 4506 84 12603 9978 
South Dakota mixed spring 
and winter wheat 7505 3759 2825 2837 67 9032 7242 3864 
Sou th Dakota Area 2a 1143 1133 681 434 353 81 634 598 
Sou th Dakota Arca 2b 2031 2002 667 82 1830 920 
Sou th Dakota Arca 3 1708 1728 737 514 48 1289 576 
South Dakota Area 2623 2583 1377 1250 723 GI 3869 1770 
5. Centra l Plains winter wheat-
summer fallow 53087 53103 25618 23053 22778 17503 77 52333 40768 17729 
Colorado Area 1 4254 4179 2709 2246 2129 1987 93 27 15 2014 1290 
Colorado Area 2 9126 9094 3940 3644 3570 2595 73 10614 8427 1922 
Colorado Area 3 3365 3456 2028 162 1 1638 1413 86 36 1 l 29[7 1229 
Colorado Area 4 2111 2009 952 889 842 73 447 [ 2064 560 
Colorado Area 5 8477 8426 358 803 246 32 6131 4359 160 
(a) Colorado state part 27333 27 164 9987 9203 8946 6857 77 27542 2032 1 5161 
Kansas Area 4 7259 7331 6094 5219 5266 4884 93 6233 5302 4349 
Kansas Area 6 5476 5530 5531 3283 3353 3140 94 5860 4963 4282 
(b) Kansas state part 12735 12861 11625 8502 8619 8024 93 12093 10265 8631 
Nebraska Area I 1039 1049 469 583 553 352 717 582 293 
Nebraska Arca 2 3976 4049 487 1225 1163 326 28 3255 2638 435 
Nebraska Area 3 4484 4505 1833 2145 2138 1275 60 4310 3516 1992 
Nebraska Arca 4 3520 3475 1217 1395 1359 669 4416 3446 1217 
(c) Neb raska state part 130 19 13078 4006 5348 5213 2622 50 12698 101 82 3937 
6. Central Plains tra nsitional 
winter wh eat 19749 19682 16709 10889 10550 9685 35333 27645 19875 
Nebraska Arca 5 1399 1432 876 870 861 534 62 3324 2630 1368 
Nebraska Area 6 1388 1396 810 936 909 563 62 4150 3268 1760 
(a) Nebraska state part 2787 2828 1686 1806 1770 1097 62 7474 5898 3128 
(b) Kansas Area 3 12091 12049 12049 7294 711 5 7141 100 19798 15509 13373 
(c) Oklahoma Area 2 487 1 4806 2974 1789 1665 1447 87 8061 6238 3374 
7. Central Plains continuous 
winter whea t 15188 15519 13857 9772 9700 9141 94 46703 36105 25991 
(a) Kansas Arca 2 10201 10447 10447 6779 6791 6576 97 31178 24434 19749 
(b) Oklahoma Arca 3 4987 5072 3410 2993 2909 88 15525 11671 6242 
8. Southern High Plai ns 
winter wheat-sorghum 13095 1232.2 5229 4995 4273 86 8982 6665 6337 
(a) Oklahoma Area I 3426 3446 2405 1703 1664 89 3645 2485 1567 
(b) Texas Area 5 9669 8876 3053 3526 333 1 2800 84 5337 4180 4770 
9. Northwest white wheat 11 33 1 13873 12488 7764 8223 7930 96 12737 11022 9454 
(a) Oregon (North ccntra l) 3190 3190 2805 1704 1748 1455 83 2509 1967 1200 
(b) Wash ington (N. Ida ho) 8141 J0683 9683 6060 6475 6475 100 10228 9055 8254 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard 
winter wheat 2103 1974 1974 1592 1651 1651 100 1674 1220 1066 
-- - - -- - - - -
Tota l 10 subregions 217,239 219,970 137,548 101,117 100,661 90,199 90 251,757 199,148 139,120 








Feed grain acreage Percent cropland 
Subregions and state I 
(I 000 acres) (I 000 acres) in wheat ( I 000 acres) in feed grains 
study areas 1964 I 1954 1964 I 1953 1964 1953 1964 I 1953 I 
1. Montana winter wheat 8561 823 1 2320 3675 27 45 1201 662 14 8 
Montana Area l 6002 5744 1780 2747 30 48 924 385 15 7 
Montana Area 3 2559 2487 540 928 21 37 277 277 I I 11 
2. Northern Plains spring 
wheat-summer fa llow 13506 13648 3905 646 1 29 47 1723 1119 13 8 
(a) Montana Area 2 4600 4416 1444 2389 31 54 518 363 11 8 
North Dakota Area A 4803 4930 1352 2205 28 45 631 433 13 9 
North Dakota Area B 4103 4302 1109 1867 27 43 574 323 14 8 
(b) North Dakota state part 8906 9232 2461 4072 28 44 1205 756 14 8 
3. Northern Plains spring 
wheat-flax 17860 18114 3937 6367 22 35 4024 4234 23 23 
North Dakota Area D 6661 6687 1657 274 1 25 41 1328 1055 20 16 
North Dakota Area E 3423 3640 697 11 05 20 30 642 65 1 19 18 
North Dakota Area G 2419 2438 506 752 21 31 623 26 22 
(a) North Dakota state part 12503 12765 2860 4598 36 2593 2249 21 18 
South Dakota Area la 1156 1146 332 54 1 29 47 266 314 23 27 
South Dakota Area lb 569 138 2.38 24 43 148 184 26 33 
South Dakota Area 5 1402 1414 342 570 24 40 400 490 29 35 
South Dakota Area 6 2230 2.235 265 420 12 19 617 997 28 45 
(b) South Dakota state part 5357 5349 1077 20 33 1431 1985 27 37 
4. South Dakota mixed spring 
and winter wheat 2837 2825 380 653 13 23 863 1510 30 54 
South Dakota Arca 2a 434 392 121 28 51 107 122 25 31 
South Dakota Area 2b 694 667 133 208 19 31 !05 244 15 37 
South Dakota Area 3 514 516 60 121 12 23 113 259 22 50 
South Dakota Area 4 Jl95 1250 66 125 6 JO 538 885 45 71 
5. Central Plains winter wheat-
summer fallow 22778 23053 7262 9495 32 41 3304 3085 13 
Colorado Area l 2129 2246 758 1255 36 56 241 235 ll ll 
Colorado Area 2 3570 3644 1016 1341 29 37 381 418 ll 12 
Colorado Area 3 1638 1621 546 644 33 40 207 184 13 ll 
Colorado Area 4 842 889 241 321 29 36 112 78 13 9 
Colorado Area 767 803 75 164 IO 20 98 124 13 15 
(a) Colorado state part 8946 9203 2636 3725 30 41 1039 1039 12 ll 
Kansas Area 4 5266 5219 2030 2514 39 48 931 657 18 13 
Kansas Area 6 3353 3283 1181 1430 35 44 388 440 12 13 
(b) Kansas state part 8619 8502 3211 3944 37 46 1319 1097 15 13 
Nebraska Area J 553 583 216 258 39 44 59 28 11 
Nebraska Area 2 1163 1225 254 297 22 24 229 280 20 23 
Nebraska Area 3 2138 2145 645 866 30 40 357 191 17 9 
Nebraska Area 4 1359 1395 300 405 22 29 301 450 22 32 
(c) Nebraska state part 5213 5348 1415 1826 27 34 946 949 18 18 
Central Plains transitional 
winter wheat 10550 10889 4220 5989 40 55 1445 1833 14 17 
Nebraska Area 5 861 870 197 276 23 32 326 366 38 42 
Nebraska Arca 6 909 936 230 304 25 33 330 443 36 47 
(a) Nebraska state part 1770 1806 427 580 24 32 656 809 37 45 
(b) Kansas Area 3 7115 7294 3080 4324 43 59 658 919 9 13 
(c) Oklahoma Area 2 1665 1789 713 1085 43 131 105 8 6 
7. Central Plains continuous 
winter wheat 9700 9772 4524 6637 47 68 1805 1601 19 16 
(a) Kansas Area 2 6791 6779 2957 4286 44 63 1418 1287 21 19 
(b) Oklahoma Area 3 2909 2993 1567 2351 54 79 387 314 13 11 
8. Southern High Plains 
winter wheat-sorghum 4995 5229 1370 1180 27 23 876 1317 18 25 
(a) Oklahoma Arca 1 1664 1703 408 529 25 31 203 335 12 20 
(b) Texas Area 3331 3526 962 651 29 19 673 982 20 28 
9. Northwest White Wheat 8223 7764 2574 4878 31 63 794 148 JO 2 
(a) Oregon (Northcentral) 1748 1704 422 859 24 ]62 102 9 6 
(b) Washington-N. Idaho 6475 6060 2152 4019 33 66 632 46 10 1 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard 
winter wheat 1651 1592 477 J 163 34 73 234 84 14 5 
--- --- -- - - - -
Total 10 subregions 100,661 101,117 30,969 46,498 31 46 16,269 15,593 16 15 
Subregion 1 - Montana Winter Wheat 
This subregion includes the northcentral and the southcentral 
parts of Montana (study areas 1 and 3, Fig. 2). 
Although this is primarily a winter wheat production area, there 
is some overla pping between the raising of spring and winter wheat. 
Dryland farming practices are very constant, and in no case were ir-
rigated farms included . 
Farm size was determined to be the most critical factor in 
measuring resource coefficients. These study areas are composed of 
the brown glaciated plain, the northern Rocky Mountain foothills, 
the northern rolling high plains and the northern smooth high 
plains. 
Included soils are primarily of the Brown, Chestnuts, Reddish 
Chestnuts and Lithosols Soils groups. The soils in these two study 
areas are characteristically deep, level and well-drained. Such soils 
are conducive to grain-summer fallow farming and moderate cattle 
grazing. 
Elevation within the area ranges from 2,000 to 6,000 feet and 
annual precipitation ranges from 10 to 30 inches from year to year. 
Annual precipitation averages 15 inches with the major portion of 
this moisture falling in the summer. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 5° for 
the week of J an. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 85° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season averages about 120 days. 
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Figure 2. Location of major study areas in Northern Great Plains. 
Subregion 2 - Northern Plains Spring Wheat - - Summer Fallow 
This subregion includes the northeast portion of Montana and 
the western portion of North Dakota (Montana study area 2 and 
North Dakota study areas A and B). 
The predominant farm ing enterprises are grain-summer fallow 
rotations and moderate livestock grazing. In North Dakota, feeder 
cattle hogs and grade A dairying are probably more profitably as-
sociated with the high-value la nd although range livestock can be 
found on some farms. 
Montana state part. This particular study area is composed pri-
marily of the dark brown glaciated p lain, the northern smooth high 
plains and the northern rolling high p lains. Soi ls are mainly of the 
Chestnut, Regosol, Lithosol and Allu vial groups. Generally these 
soils are deep, level and well-dra in ed. 
The elevation of the study area ranges from 2,000 to 6,000 feet 
with rain fall ranging from 10 to 30 inches and averaging l 9 inches
annu ally for the area. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 0° for 
the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 85 ° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 110 days. 
The northeast study area was the only area in Montana where it 
was deemed necessary to study cash grain farms apart from grain-live-
stock situations. Dryland farming practices are very constant withiP 
the area, and no irrigated situations were studied. 
North Dakota state part. This area includes a large port ion of 
the western half of North Dakota. The southern portion of the area 
is characterized by low rainfall. Thus, range livestock and wheat pro-
duction are predominant with farms and ranches being re lat ively 
large and having lower than average percentages of cropland. 
The northern portion of th e area receives more moisture, and 
cash-grain farming predominates. Livestock enterprises are relatively 
small and only a sma ll part of the cropland is devoted to raising 
feed. 
The parent materials of North Dakota so ils are of many kinds 
and origins. Areas to the north are primarily of glacia l origin, while 
those to the south are primarily a result of water deposits. The pre-
domin ant soi l groups are the Chestnuts and Reddish Chestnuts with 
some Lithosols. 
The most common textures of the parent materials are silt loam 
and loam whi le some fair ly large areas are dominated by sandy 
loam. Deposits in the southwest range from sand to clay. 
The topography ranges from n early level areas to steep, broken 
badlands. On some areas, mainly less than 25 miles from the Missouri 
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River, there are discontinuous surface deposits of loess which are sel-
dom more than 5 feet thick. 
Normal average rainfall varies from 10 to 30 inches from yeal 
to year with an average of about 18 inches annually, the major por-
tion of which falls in the summer. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of -5 ° for 
the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 85 ° for 
the week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 115 days. 
Farm size tends to increase and the percentage of cropland to 
total farmland tends to decrease as one moves from east to west
Wheat allotments, when expressed as a percentage of cropland, are 
highest in the west. 
Subregion 3 - Northern Plains Spring Wheat - - Flax 
This subregion includes the northeast portions of North Dakota 
and South Dakota (North Dakota study areas D, E and G; and South 
Dakota study areas la, 1 b, 5 and 6). 
North Dakota state part. This group of study areas includes the 
northeast and the northcentral parts of North Dakota. Cash grain 
farming predominates with grain-livestock farms being common. 
In the eastcentral part of the state, land is of high fertility and is 
topographically suited to the production of small grains; however, 
there is a generalized type of agriculture in the area. 
In the extreme eastern part of the state (the Red River Valley), 
land values are generally higher, moisture conditions are usually 
good and the land is suited for a wide variety of crops, e.g., potatoes, 
sugar beets and soybeans, in addition to small grains and corn. 
Farm size decreases and the percentage of cropland to total farm-
land increases as one moves eastward. Specialized livestock enter-
prises also increase in importance from west to east. In the northern 
counties, the bulk of the feed-grain base acreage is planted to barley, 
while in the southern counties more acreage is devoted to corn. 
The topography ranges from nearly level areas to steep, broken 
badlands. In some areas, mainly those less than 25 miles from the 
Missouri River, there are discontinuous surface deposits of loess 
which are seldom more than 5 feet thick. 
The predominant soil groups are Chernozems. These soils tend 
to be deep, dark and well-drained. 
The annual precipitation ranges from 12 to 30 inches with an 
average annual rainfall of 20 inches. 
Temperatures range from a daily average minimum of -5 ° for the 
week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 85 ° for the week 
of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about I IO days. 
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South Dakota state part. These four South D akota study areas 
encompass the northcentral and the northeas t parts of the state. 
Cattle feeding, hog production and dairying are important agri-
cultural enterprises in the eas tern portions; range livestock increases 
in importance in the more western areas. 
Small grains and flax predominate in the northern sections while 
corn and soybeans become more prominent in the east. 
Other enterprises included in cropping systems by farmers in these 
study areas are grain sorghum, rye, sugar beets, potatoes, a lfalfa seed 
and other more or less minor cash crops. 
The primar y soil groups in this part of South Dako ta are the 
Chernozems and the Chestnuts. The land is largely und ulating to 
sloping to nearly level and is well to imperfectly-drained. The soils 
are rela tively fertile and respond well to the application of commer-
cial fertilizers, especially nitrogen and phosphate. 
Precipitation ranges from 13 to 33 inches with an average annual 
rainfall of approximately 22 inches. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 0° for 
the week of Jan. 15-2 1 to an average daily maximum of 85 ° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 120 clays. 
Subregion 4 - South Dakota Mixed Spring and Winter Wheat 
This subregion encompasses the central and southcentral portion 
of South Dakota and is composed of study areas 2a, 2b, 3 and 4. 
Small grains and flax are of major importance in the central sec-
tions; corn and soybeans are the principal crops in the southern sec-
tions. However, some farmers include grain sorghum, rye, sugar beets, 
potatoes and alfalfa seed, as well as other cash crops, in their crop-
ping systems. 
Spring wheat, flax and rye are important in the northern portion 
of the area with grain sorghum increasing in importance to the south. 
Corn increases in importance to the east and south with the south-
eastern portion of the area being a wheat-corn transition area. In 
this subregion, spring wheat and winter wheat are of about equal 
importance. 
As farm size increases, livestock enterprises, especially range live-
stock, become more important as the production of cash crops de-
creases. Non-wheat farms are principally livestock farms that devote 
most of their cropland to the production of feed crops. 
The primary soil groups in the area are Lithosols, Chernozems and 
Chestnuts. They are undulating or sloping and tend to be well 
drained. The soil textures vary from loams, clay loams and silt loess 
loams to sandy. Most of the sandy soils are localized in the central 
part of the region. 
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Precipitation ranges from 13 to 33 inches with an annual average 
rainfall of 20 inches. 
Temperatures range from a daily average minimum of 0° for the 
week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 85 ° for the week 
of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 120 days. 
Central Great Plains 
The area denoted as the central Great Plains is divided into 3 
subregions that include 17 individual study areas. Geographic areas 
included are the eastern half of Colorado, the western two-thirds of 
Kansas, sou th western Nebraska and the northcentral and north-
western portions of Oklahoma. (Fig. 3) . A brief discussion of the sub-
regions and their associated study areas fo llows. 
Subregion 5 - Central Plains Winter Wheat - - Summer Fallow 
This subregion is composed of 11 individual study areas in Colo-
rado (east of the Rocky Moutains), western Kansas and southwestern 
Nebraska. 
Colorado state part. The soils of this area are primarily Browns 
with significant areas of Chestnuts, Lithosols and some Sands. These 
soils were developed mainly from the Rocky Mountains by wind and 
water erosion. 
Rainfall ranges from 19 to 13 inches as one moves from the north-
eastern portion of the state to the south and west of the mountains. 












Figure 3. Location of major study areas in Central Great Plains. 
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ing the week of J an. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 90° 
during the week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is 120 days. 
The land resources included in this study are limited to those 
associated with cash grain farms (land resources associated ·with live-
stock ranches and irrigated cropland were excluded from the re-
source base; in addition, 50,000 acres of nonirrigated land in south-
eastern Colorado were excluded for broomcorn production). In this 
area, cash grain farms frequently have some pasture land that is too 
rough to cultivate. 
Hard lands account for about three-fourths of the nonirrigatecl 
cropland. These soils are generally deep and heavy textured, having 
originated from materials of loessial origin with local mixing of loess 
and old outwash materials. The remaining are sandy topsoils overlay-
ing sanely to moderately sanely subsoils. The more productive sands 
are predominantly deep and developed largely from wind reworked, 
old outwash materials tha t consist mainly of sandy clays and clayey 
sands. 
For purposes of this study, eastern Colorado is divided into five 
individual study areas using crop yield differences and percentage of 
crop abandon ed as criteria for delineation. 
Kansas state part. In these 2 study areas, wheat and sorghums are 
the predominant crops on dryland with most of the wheat and some 
of the sorghum being grown on land that was summer fallowed. Sor-
ghums, wheat, corn and alfalfa are the major crops on irrigated land. 
In northwest Kansas, sorghums have replaced dryland corn to a large 
extent. 
Irrigation, presently existing in all counties of the study areas, 
is still being developed and expanded. Although there is some "ditch" 
water along the Arkansas River, irrigation water comes primarily from 
deep wells ( 150 to 500 feet). 
Irrigation from groundwater sources in northwest Kansas has 
developed in recent years and is expected to develop and expand. 
However, sufficient underground water for irrigation purposes is 
often localized and is not available on many northwestern farms. 
The topography of the area is nearly level to undulating except 
for some rolling to hilly pastureland along major streams. The pri-
mary soil groups are Reddish Chestnuts, Chestnuts and Browns. 
Soils in this part of the state have developed from windblown 
deposits, consolidated calcareous old alluvium, and aeolian and allu-
vium sands. 
The soil found on most of the cultivated area is a grayish-brown 
silt loam, a loessial deposit, ranging in depth from 4 to 25 feet. 
Other soils range from pale brown "sands" to small areas of level, 
poorly-drained, dark grayish-brown clay loams and clays. 
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The "sandy" soils (such as loamy fine sand) and the sandy loams 
are primarily south of the Arkansas and Cimarron Rivers. 
The rolling to hilly pasture areas are shallow (5" to 25") and are 
highly eroded, droughty, stony and gravelly loam to silt loam soils. 
Precipitation ranges from 16 to 21 inches. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 15 degrees 
for the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 90 degrees 
for the week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 150 days for the area. 
Two dryland farms and two irrigated farms are used to represent 
included farms in the southwest study area. The smaller irrigated 
farm assumes one irrigation well; the large irrigated farrn has two 
wells. 
In the northwest study area, two dryland farms and two irrigated 
farms are used to represent the included land resources. The two irri-
gated farms assume only one irrigation well on each farm. 
Land resources associated with "sandy" land and livestock ranches 
in hardland areas are not included in this study. 
Nebraska state part. This state part includes 4 Nebraska study 
areas. Weather conditions are quite variable and moisture is a critical 
factor. 
Precipitation varies from 10 to 30 inches per year with the average 
annual rainfall being about 19 inches. 
Temperatures range from a daily average minimum of 10° for 
the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 90 ° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 120 days. 
This area is predominantly a wheat-summer fallow farming area 
with winter wheat rating high in profitability and relative importance 
as a crop alternative. Most of this state part is commonly called the 
"table land" or the "hardland" wheat area. Much of the land is dry-
land farmed, using either crop-fallow or continuous cropping systems. 
Although little of the wheat is irrigated, there are important irri-
gated crop areas. Most of the tillable land in the included study areas 
is suited to use of large-size tractors, tillage and harvesting equipment. 
The principal topographical feature of the area is a great undu-
lating plain sloping gradually from the northwest to the southeast 
at an average of 10 feet per mile. The soils of this state part exhibit 
wide variation, which accounts somewhat for the diversified nature of 
its agriculture. 
Many of the principal soil associations of the United States are 
found in this area; however, the primary soil groups in the included 
study areas are Chestnuts and Sands. 
Except for Lithosols, which occur in the badlands, and the sand 
of the sandhills, these soils are fertile and are well suited to the 
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production of wheat and other crop alternatives given suitable cli-
matic conditions and the use of suitable agronomic practices. 
Subregion 6 - Central Plains Transitional Winter Wheat 
This subregion includes southcentral Nebraska, westcentral Kan-
sas and northwest Oklahoma. Four individual study areas are delin-
eated to represent the included resources. 
Kansas state part. Wheat grain sorghum and alfalfa are the major 
crops in this study area; corn is grown to some extent in the northern 
tier of counties. This is a transitional area between the continuous-
cropping area to the east and the crop-fallow areas to the west. 
Approximately two-thirds of the wheat was grown on summer 
fallow in 1964. Prior to acreage allotments, from 20 to 25 % of the 
wheat was produced on fallowed ground. 
Precipitation averages about 24 inches in the east and about 20 
inches in the west. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 15 ° for 
the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 90° for the 
week of July 30- Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is about 170 days. 
The topography of the area ranges from hilly in the "Red Hills" 
pasture area (in counties bordering Oklahoma and in areas adjacent 
to rivers) to nearly level to rolling areas between streams. 
Soils in this study area have developed from loess, aeolian and 
outwash sands, old alluvium, red calcareous clays and packed sand. 
The soils range from brown sandy loams to very dark brown and 
reddish-brown clays, with a large acreage of dark grayish-brown silt 
loam (loess). 
About three-fourths of the area (all north of the Arkansas River) 
has been covered by loess to depths of 4 to 25 feet. 
There is a substantial acreage of sandy loam and loam soils with 
a high water table in the "Great Bend Sand Plains" south of the 
Arkansas River (further development of irrigation is expected in this 
area). 
One representative farm, with average soils, was used to represent 
included resources in this study area. 
Nebraska state part. In these study areas, continuous cropping 
occurs with feed grains being competitive with wheat as a source of 
income. Corn, wheat, hay and grain sorghum are the principal crops 
in terms of value of production. Winter wheat rates high in profit-
ability and relative importance as a crop alternative. 
Precipitation varies a great deal from year to year with a range 
of 12 to 38 inches and an average of 22 inches. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 10° for 
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the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 90 ° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
T h e normal frost-free season is 130 cl ays. 
T h e primary soil groups of this area are Chernozems and Plano-
sols. T h ese soils are quite fertile ancl produce well under suitable 
climatic conditions and agronomic practices. 
Oklahoma state part. This stud y area encompasses th e northwest-
ern portion of Oklahoma with the exception of th e 3-county pan-
handle area. 
Soil units in the northern portion of the Rolling Reel Plains Land 
R esource Area are generally rolling ancl overlay sandstone or clay 
beds. The Rolling R eel Plains are divided from the R eddish Prairies 
because of drier, less leached soils and the different management and 
land use problems caused by the drier climate, greater windiness and 
evaporation, and less vegetative growth . 
Average rainfall in the stud y area ranges from 28 inches in the 
east to 22 inches n ear the Texas lin e on the west. 
Temperatures range from an average daily minimum of 20 ° for 
the week of J an. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 95 ° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
T he normal frost-free season is 185 days. 
The main crops in the area are wheat and grain sorghum. Small 
grain-cattle farming is the predominant type of farming. Generally, 
p as tures h ave degenerated badly and much range reseeding either 
h as been clone or is needed. 
Soils in the study area are the major soi l associations in the north-
ern Rolling Red Plains Land Resource Area in northwest Oklahoma. 
The two classifications of soils for this study are: 
Loam soi ls, such as the Carey-St. Paul soil association. 
Sanely soi ls, such as the Pratt-Tivoli soil association. 
Soils within each of these groups are further divided into pro-
ductivity classes that exhibit similar physical characteristics, produc-
tivity capabilities and m an agement requirements. Land resources 
associated with specialty farms, poultry farms, dairy farms and live-
stock ranches, as well as irrigated cropland and cotton acreage, are 
su btractecl from this total resource base. 
Within the northwest area, three resource situations are delineated 
to represent rela tively homogeneous groups of resources. These situa-
tions are: 
A loam cash grain farm. 
A sanely cash grain farm. 
A general farm having both loam and sandy soils. 
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Subregion 7 - Central Plains Continuous Winter Wheat 
This subregion includes the eastern part of central Kansas and 
the northcentral part of Oklahoma. Two individual study areas are 
delineated to represent the included resources. 
Kansas state part. This is a continuous cropping area with rela-
tively little summer fallow. Wheat is the dominant crop. Grain sor-
ghum and alfalfa are also major crops. 
Soi ls and moisture permit the production of corn and soybeans 
in the northern counties and on bottomlands farther south, especially 
in the eastern part of the area. 
Temperatures range from a da ily average m inimum of 15° for 
the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 90° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
Precipitation ranges from 24 to 30 inches annually. 
The topography of the area ranges from nearly level to rolling 
in the cropland areas to hilly in the "Sandstone Hills" area. 
The soils in this study area have developed from windblown loess 
and sand, sandstone, shale, limestone and old outwash materials. They 
range in color from a brownish-red in the "Central Rolling Red 
Plains" to very dark brown in the "Central Loess Plains." A substan-
tial acreage in the area has been covered by loessial (windblown) soils 
to depths of 4 to 25 feet. 
Soil textures range from sandy loams and loams to silty clay loams 
and claypan soils in the southern part of the area. The naturally 
infertile soils in the area that are cultiva ted respond well to good 
management, especially fertilizer use. 
Only one representative farm, with average soil, was used to repre-
sent farms in this study area. 
Oklahoma state part. This study area includes a major portion of 
the Reddish Prairie soils of Oklahoma. The Reddish Prairie is an area 
of smooth to rolling lands which gets its name from the dominantly 
red sedimentary rocks of the "Red Beds" format ion. The loamy sur-
face soils are 8 to 12 inches thick with reddish loamy or clayey sub-
soils. 
Annual rainfall averages 28 to 35 inches from west to east. 
Temperatures range from a daily average minimum of 20° for 
the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 95 ° for the 
week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
The normal frost-free season is 195 days. 
In the northcentral portion of the Red Prairies, cash grain farm-
ing (wheat, other small grains and sorghum) is predominant. Of 
secondary importance are cattle enterprises utilizing small grain pas-
tures and limited acreages of native pasture. 
This productive area has the highest percentage of cropland in 
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wheat (historically and in wheat allotments) of any area in the United 
States. 
Soils in the study area are the major soil associations in the Red-
dish Prairie Land Resource Area. The two classifications of soi ls for 
this study are: 
Clayey soils, such as the Tabler-Kirkland soil association. 
Loam soils such as the Grant-Pond Creek-Nash soil association. 
Soils within each of these groups are further subdivided into pro-
ductivity classes that exhibit similar physical characteristics, produc-
tivity capabilities and management requirements. 
Land resources associated with specialty farms, poultry farms , 
dairy farms and livestock ranches, as well as irrigated cropland and 
cotton acreage, are subtracted from the total resource base. 
Three resource situations are delineated to represent relatively 
homogeneous groups of resources in the northcentral study area. 
These situations are: 
A loam cash grain farm. 
A clay cash grain farm. 
A genera l farm having both clay and loam soils. 
Southern Great Plains 
The southern Great Plains is combined into one subregion. How-
ever, two study areas and 11 representative resource situations are used 
to analyze wheat-feed grain supply response for the area. 
Subregion 8 - Southern High Plains Winter Wheat - - Sorghum 
This subregion includes the panhandle areas of Texas and Okla-
homa (Fig. 4). 
Temperatures in the subregion vary from a daily average mini-
mum of 15 ° for the week of Jan. 15- 21 to an average daily maximum 
of 95 ° for the week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
Oklahoma state part. This study area, designated as the Oklahoma 
Panhandle, includes a major portion of the High Plains soils of Okla-
homa. Oklahoma's part of the High Plains consists of a nearly level 
high plateau and the dissected edges around it. 
The High P lains rise well above the Rolling Red Plains to the 
east but merge with the higher land to the west. 
Annual rainfall ranges from 17 to 22 inches as one moves from 
west to east. Although most of the rain comes in the growing season, 
long drought periods in the summer are common. The growing season, 
a period of 180 to 190 days, is the shortest in the state. Wind erosion 
is the main hazard in soil management. 





Figure 4. Location of major study areas in Southern Great Plains. 
and sorghum) is predominant. Secondary agricultural enterprises 
include a variety of livestock systems utilizing small grain pastures, 
forage crops and native pasture. 
Soils included in the study area are the major soil associations in 
the High Plains Land Resource Area in the Oklahoma Panhandle. 
Soils in the area were initially separated into two large groups, clay 
loam soils and sandy soils. Soils within each of these groups are further 
subdivided into productivity classes that exhibit similar physical char-
acteristics, productivity capabilties and management requirements. 
Within the Oklahoma Panhandle, three resource situations are 
delineated to represent relatively homogeneous groups of resources. 
Previous research indicates that farm type, rather than farm size, is 
the most critical factor since different resource ratios are associated 
with specified farm types. The representative resource situations delin-
eated are: 
A clay cash grain farm. 
A sandy cash grain farm. 
A general farm having both clay and sandy soils. 
Texas state part. This study area is developing into a highly spe-
cialized wheat and grain sorghum area under the influence of irriga-
tion. Farmers are showing slight interest in castorbeans, vegetables
sugar beets and alfalfa and moderate interest in soybeans. However, 
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under present technological and price conditions, these crops cannot 
compete with gra in sorghum for the use of land and irrigation water. 
The most common type of livestock production is the use of 
stocker animals for winter grazing of wheat and for salvaging feed 
from harvested sorghum fields. Cow-calf operations are common on 
farms that have areas of native range wh ich are usually too rough to 
be considered for cropland. 
Cattle feeding is increasing in the area but nearly all of the feed-
ing is being done in commercial feedlots rather than as a farm 
enterprise. 
The climate of the area is subhumid. The average annual rainfall 
ranges from 18 inches in the west to 22 inches on the east side of the 
study area. The rainfall varies greatly from year to year, with record 
variations from 11 to 39 inches annually. 
The area averages J 80 frost-free clays in the northwest, where the 
elevation is over 4,000 feet, and 200 frost-free days in the southeast 
with an elevation of about 3,000 feet. 
Nearly all of the soils in this study area are popularly described 
as "hardland" soils, with Pullman series clays and clay loams being 
the predominant soi l types. 
The major soils of the area are of the Reddish Chestnut, Calcisol 
and Grumusol great soil groups. They are reddish-brown to grayish-
brown or dark grey soils with textures ranging from clay to loam. 
The Pullman soils have a horizon of calcium carbonate accumula-
tion from 24 to 74 inches below the surface. The soil reaction ranges 
from neutral to slightly alkaline. 
Soi ls are inherently ferti le and very productive when moisture is 
adequate. They are slowly permeable and have a high capacity for 
available water. 
Most of the area is underlaid by deep but relatively abundant 
supplies of ground water. Because of the depth of the water and 
limited cropping alternatives, irrigation development was retarded 
until more efficient drilling and pumping equipment became avail-
able. 
The area is currently experiencing a very rapid transition from 
dryland to irrigated agriculture. The number of irrigation wells pro-
jected for 1970 is more than four times the number of wells in opera-
tion in 1959. 
The entire area is highly uniform with respect to both physical 
resources and type of farming. The only resource situations con-
sidered are irrigated and dryland. The assumed farm unit was one 
section of land with 587 acres of cropland. 
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Pacific Northwest 
The Pacific Northwest is delineated into 2 subregions that include 
a total of 3 individual study areas. Geographic areas included are 
northcentral Oregon, Washington northern Idaho and southeastern 
Idaho. 
Agriculture in the area is generally dryland wheat and feed grain 
production, with barley being the major feed grain. Summer fa llow-
ing is practiced throughout most of the region (Fig. 5). 
Subregion 9 - Northwest White Wheat 
This subregion includes the major part of the wheat-summer 
fallow areas of northcentral Oregon, the southeastern quarter of 
Washington and extends into the major wheat producing areas of 
the panhandle region of northern Idaho. 
Temperatures range from a dai ly average minimum of I 5 degrees 
for the week of Jan. 15-21 to an average daily maximum of 85 degrees 
for the week of July 30-Aug. 5. 
There is a great dea l of variation within the region when the 
normal frost-free season is considered. 
Oregon state part. The topography of the northcentral part of 
Oregon consists of roll ing hills and gently sloping p lateaus cut by 
deep canyons and ravines. Many of the canyons and ravines have steep 
WASHINGTON 
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Figure 5. Location of major study areas in Pacific Northwest. 
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walls covered with loose shale and have little or no agricultural value. 
Some cropland is adjacent to very steep, hilly rangeland and/ or is 
cut by canyons and ravines having substantial vegetation to serve as 
range for beef production. 
Approximately 60% of the farms in this study area have beef cow 
herds but there is no competition for use of cropland by livestock. 
Soils in the study area are loessial with texture ranging from fine 
sand to loam and with soil depth ranging from 7 inches to over 100 
feet. The soils are mostly Lithosols with some Reddish Chestnuts. 
Rainfall ranges from 7 to 35 inches with the average annual rain-
fall for the area being about 10 inches. There is a tendency for rain-
fall to increase with altitude and for soil depth to decrease with 
altitude. However, these relationships are not uniform, and important 
exceptions can be noted. 
The normal frost-free season is 170 days. 
Yields are highly variable within the area. The higher yields gen-
erally occur in areas of higher rainfall on deeper, finer-textured soils. 
Yield variability within the region is related primarily to variability 
in the "effective" moisture supply which in turn is a function of rain-
fall, soil depth and soil texture. 
Washington-Northern Idaho state part. This area is generally 
characterized by hot, dry summers and cool, moist winters with an 
average frost-free season of 135 days. Soils are mostly deep and are 
Lithosols with some Reddish Chestnuts, Chestnuts and Noncalcic 
Browns. Soils are mostly loessial and range from sandy loams in the 
west to very fine sandy loams and heavy loams in the east. 
The topography of the land ranges from relatively flat to gently 
rolling in the western portion of the area and is steep sloping (with 
slopes ranging up to 60%) in the east. 
Rainfall is the most variable factor in the study area, since rain-
fall quan tities are highly influenced by geographical location. Average 
rainfall along the western edge of the area is approximately 8 inches; 
average rainfall along the eastern border of Washington is 24 inches 
and ranges on up to 30 inches in parts of northern Idaho. Moisture 
is adequate for growing wheat and barley under summer fallow 
conditions. 
Despite the uneven dispersion of rainfall within the study area, 
the rainfall at any geographic point in the region is relatively con-
sistent and predictable from year to year. This characteristic leads 
to low variance in crop yields through time and encourages farmers to 
use management practices, particularly fertilizer, that will result in 
maximum economic yields. 
Twelve cash grain farms were delineated to represent included 
resources in this study area. 
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Subregion 10 - Southeastern Idaho Hard Winter Wheat 
This study area includes 13 counties. Soil groups generally used 
for producing dryland wheat and barley are Chestnuts and Lithosols. 
Soils in this area are quite steep, are a t relatively high elevations 
(between 4, 100 and 6,300 feet), have a wide range in annual rainfall 
(12 to 25 inch es) and have short growing seasons ranging from 74 
frost-free days at higher elevations to 130 days a t lower elevations. 
At lower eleva tions where the growing season is longer, inadequate 
precipitation is a limitation ; a t higher elevations where rainfa ll is ade-
quate, the short growing season is a limitation. In either case, altern a-
tives to grain farmi ng are few. Wheat and barley are the dominant 
crops. 
Some livestock in the form of r ange cattle production is present. 
as a complementary enterprise. 
In 1965, this area produced about 27 .6% of the wheat and 26.6% 
of the barley grown in Idaho. 
STATISTICAL APPENDIX 
The tables included in the statistical appendix supplement the 
information presented in a companion publication entitled "Whea t 
and Feed Grains in the Great Plains and Northwest: Supply Response 
and Farm R esource Use."2 
That publication interprets the aggregative results of the supply-
response study. The first two tables of the appendix include wheat 
and feed grain price assumptions by study area. 
Appendix T ables 3 and 4 include historical acreage and produc-
tion d ata for four classes of wheat and for four types of feed grains. 
Major resu lts of the study (estimated crop acreages and production, 
labor and capital use, and net returns) are summarized by sta te parts 
in Appendix Tables 5-24. 
Helmers Glenn A. a nd W. F. Lagrone. Wheat and Feed Grai ns in the Great 
P lains a nd Northwest; Supply R esponse a nd R esource Use. " Great Plains Agricu l-
tural Council Publication No. 37 , Nebr. Agr. Expt. Sta. R es. Bui. No. 236, 1970. 
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Appendix Table I. Summary of wheat prices by study areas compared with Kansas City average price. 
Price 
Kansas City average wheat price 
Relevant Differ- $ 1.00 I I I ' I I I terminal en Lia \ 
I (Cents) (A rca pri ce in doll ars ) 
Montana Arca I Portland - .34 .74 1.00 1.27 1.54 J.81 2.08 2.35 
Montana Arca 3 Minn. - .34 .66 .9 1 J. 16 1.41 l.66 J.91 2.16 3.16 
Montana Area Minn. - .34 .79 1.08 1.36 J.64 l.93 2.2 1 2.49 3.63 
North Dakota Area A Minn. - .29 .84 1.1 3 1.41 1.69 1.98 2.26 2.54 3.68 
North Dakota Area Minn. - .33 .80 1.09 l.37 1.65 1.94 2.22 3.64 
North Dakota Area D Minn . - .29 .84 l.l 3 1.41 1.69 1.98 2.26 3.68 
North Dakota Area E Minn . - .23 .90 1.19 1.47 l.75 2.04 2.32 2.60 3.74 
North Dakota Area G Minn . - .22 .91 1.20 l.48 1.76 2.05 2.33 2.61 3.75 
South Dakota Area la Minn. -.21 .92 1.2 l 1.49 1.77 2.06 2.34 2.62 3.76 
South Dakota Area I b Minn. -.18 .95 1.2.4 1.52 1.80 2.09 2.37 3.79 
South Dakota Area 5 Minn. - .16 .97 1.26 1.54 1.82 2.11 2.39 2.67 3.81 
South Dakota Area 6 Minn. -.15 .98 1.27 1.55 1.83 2.12 2.40 2.68 3.82 
South Dakota Area 2a Minn. - .18 .95 1.24 1.52 1.80 2.09 2.37 2.65 3.79 
South Dakota Area 2b K.C. -.16 .84 1.09 1.34 1.59 1.84 2..09 2.34 3.34 
South Dakota Area 3 Minn . - .18 .95 1.24 1.52 1.80 2.09 2.37 2.65 3.79 
South Dakota Area 4 K.C. - .17 .83 1.08 1.33 1.58 J.83 2.08 2.33 3.33 
Colorado Area 1 K.C. - .25 .75 1.00 1.25 l.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 3.25 
Colorado Area 2 K.C. - .24 .76 1.01 1.26 1.51 1.76 2.01 2 .. 26 3.26 
Colorado Area 3 K.C. - .23 .77 1.02 1.27 1.52 1.77 2.02 2.27 3.27 
Colorado Area 4 K.C. - .27 .73 .98 1.23 1.48 1.73 1.98 2.23 3.23 
Colorado Area 5 K.C. - .29 .71 .96 1.21 1.46 1.71 1.96 2.21 3.21 
Nebraska Areas 1 and 2 K.C. - .30 .70 .95 1.20 1.45 1.70 J.95 2.20 3.20 
Nebraska Areas 3 and 4 K.C. - .22 .78 1.03 1.28 1.53 1.78 2.03 3.28 
Kansas Areas 4 and K.C. -.2 1 .79 1.04 1.29 1.54 1.79 2.04 2.29 3.29 
Nebraska Areas and 6 K.C. - .17 .83 I.OS 1.33 1.58 1.83 2.08 2.33 3.33 
Kansas Area 3 K.C. -. 17 .83 1.08 1.33 1.58 1.83 2.08 2.33 3.33 
Appendix Table I. Summary of wheat prices by study areas compared with Kansas City average price (continued). 
Price 
Ka nsas City average wheat price 
Releva nt Differ- I I I I I lcrmina l ential 
market (Cents) (Arca wheat price in 
Oklahom a Area 2 Ft. Worth -.12 1.09 1.39 l.69 1.99 2.30 2.60 2.90 4.11 
Kansas Area 2 K.C. -.14 .86 l.ll 1.36 1.61 1.86 2.11 1.36 3.36 
Oklahoma Area 3 Ft. Worth -. 11 l.10 1.40 1.70 2.00 2.3 1 2.61 2.91 4.12 
Oklahoma Area 1 Ft. Worth -.13 1.08 J.38 1.68 1.98 2.29 2.59 2.89 4.10 
"" Texas Areas 5a and 5b Ft. Worth - .16 1.05 1.35 1.65 J.95 2.26 2.56 2.86 4.07 
Idaho (S.E.) Portland -.31 .77 1.03 1.30 1.57 J.84 2.11 2.38 3.45 
Oregon Area 1 Portland - .1 1 .91 1.17 1.43 1.68 1.94 2.19 2.45 3.47 
Oregon Areas and 3 Portland - .JO .92 1. 18 1.44 1.69 l .95 2.20 2.46 3.48 
Oregon Area 4 Port land - .09 .93 1.19 1.45 1.70 l .96 2.2 1 2.47 3.49 
Oregon Area 5 Portland - .07 .95 1.21 J.47 J.72 1.98 2.23 2.49 3.51 
Wash ngton Areas 1, and 4 Port la nd -. 14 .88 1.14 1.40 1.65 1.91 2.16 2.42 3.44 
ngton Area 3 Portland - .13 .89 l.J 5 1.4 1 1.66 J.92 2.17 2.43 3.45 
Wash ngton Areas 5, 5. 1, 6 and 6. 1 Portland .90 1.16 1.42 1.67 1.93 2.44 3.46 
ngton Area 7 Portland - .07 .95 J.21 1.47 1.72 1.98 2.23 2.49 3.51 
Wash ngton Area 8 Portland - .08 .94 1.20 1.46 1.7 1 1.97 2.22 2.48 3.50 
ash ngton Arca 9 Port land - .JO .92 l.J8 1.44 1.69 1.95 2.20 2.46 3.48 
Appendix Table 2. Summary of feed grain prices by study area compared with Kansas City prices. 
Price differential 
from area to Low Medium High 
terminal market KC corn ce nts KC corn = I 07 cents KC corn = I 34 cents 
Re leva nt Corn Barley Milo Corn Barley Milo Corn Barley Milo Corn \ Barley\ Mi lo 
term inal 
Study areas market (Cents) (Cent s) (Cents) (Cents ) 
Montana Area I Port land -34 54 66 89 
Montana Area 3 Minn. -34 40 52 75 
Montana Area 2 Minn. -34 40 52 75 
North Dakota Arca A Minn. -26 48 60 83 
North Dakota Area Minn. -26 48 60 83 
North Dakota Arca D Minn. -23 51 63 86 
North Dakota Area E Minn. -21 53 65 88 
North Dakota Area G Minn. - 22 52 64 87 
"" South Dakota Area la Minn. -2 1 -2 1 66 53 80 65 107 88 
Sou th Dakota Area I b Minn. -18 - 18 69 56 83 68 l!O 91 
South Dakota Area 5 Minn. - 16 -16 71 58 85 70 112 93 
South Dakota Area 6 Minn. - 14 - 15 73 59 87 71 114 94 
South Dakota Area 2a Minn. - 18 - 18 69 56 83 68 110 91 
South Dakota Area 2b Minn. - 16 - 16 71 58 85 70 112 93 
South Dakota Area 3 Minn. -18 -18 69 56 83 68 110 91 
South Dakota Arca 4 Minn. - 16 -17 71 57 85 69 ll2 92 
Colorado Area 1 Denver - 14 -12 - 14 71 78 99 83 90 126 106 115 
Colorado Area 2 Denver - 7 - 6 - 7 92 77 85 106 89 97 133 l 12 122 
Co lorado Area 3 Denver - 11 - 10 - II 87 73 81 IO I 85 93 128 98 118 
Colorado Area 4 Denver -4 - 4 - 4 95 79 88 109 91 100 136 11 4 125 
Colorado Area 5 Denver - 11 - 9 -I 1 87 74 81 IOI 86 93 109 118 
Nebraska Areas I and Denver -14 -14 85 71 78 99 83 90 126 106 115 
Nebraska Areas 3 and 4 Denver -17 - 15 -17 82 68 75 96 80 87 123 103 112 
Kansas Areas 4 and 6 Denver -17 - 15 - 17 82 68 75 96 80 87 123 103 112 
Nebraska Areas 5 and 6 Denver - 17 -15 - 17 82 68 75 96 so 87 123 103 
Appendix Table 2. Summary of feed grain prices by study area compared with K ansas City p1·ices (continued). 
Price differe ntial 
from area to Low Medium H igh 
te rmi nal mark et KC co rn = 93 cents KC corn = 107 cents KC corn 134 ce nts 
Re leva nt Corn Barley Milo Corn Barley Milo Corn \ Barley Milo Corn I Barley Milo 
terminal
Study areas marke t (Cents) (Cent s) (Cents) (Cen ts ) 
Kansas Area 3 Denver - 19 - 17 - 19 80 66 73 94 78 85 121 101 llO 
Oklahoma Area 2 Ft. Worth - 10 87 99 124 
Kansas Area 2 Kansas City - 13 - 13 80 66 73 78 85 121 10] 110 
Oklahoma Area 3 Ft. Worth - ll - 9 88 100 125 
Oklahoma Area I Ft: Worth - l I 86 98 123 
Texas Area 5A Ft.Worth - 12 85 97 122 
T exas Area 5B Ft. Worth - 11 86 98 123 
South east Idaho Portland -25 63 75 98 
Oregon Area 1 Portland - 09 79 91 114 
Oregon Areas 2 and 3 Portland - 08 80 92 
Oregon Area 4 Portland - 07 81 93 116 
Oregon Area 5 Portland - 05 83 95 11 8 
Washington Areas I , 2 and 4 Portland - 14 74 86 109 
Washington Area 3 Portland - 13 75 87 llO 
Washington Areas 5, 5. 1, 6, and 6. 1 Portland - 12 76 88 111 
Washington Area 7 Portland - 07 81 93 116 
Washington Area 8 Portland - 08 80 92 11 5 
Washington Area 9 Portland - 10 78 90 11 3 
Appendix Table 3. Estimated acreage and production of four classes of wheat, 1964, state and area. 
Hard Winter H ard Spring Durum Western \•Vhitc Total 
Acre- Pro- Acre- Pro- Acre Pro - Acre- Pro- Acre - Pro-
age duction age du ction age du cti on age duction age du ction 
----
1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 J ,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 J ,000 
State and area acres bu. acres bu. acres bu. acres bu. acres bu. 
I . Montana 1,966 49,899 1,826 34,949 188 4,364 24 609 4,004 89,821 
a. Subregion I (areas I & 3) 1,966 49,899 354 6,775 0 0 0 0 2,320 56,674 
b. Subregion 2 (a rea 2) 0 0 1,261 24,135 183 4,248 0 0 1,444 28,383 
c. Nonstudy area 0 0 211 4,039 5 I 16 24 609 240 4,764 
2. North Dakota 38 581 4,184 87,926 2,195 61,581 0 0 6,417 150,088 
a . Subregion (a reas A & B) 38 58 1 1,688 35,473 735 20,620 0 0 2,46 1 56,674 
b. Subregion 3 (areas D, E & G) 0 0 1,688 35 ,473 1,172 32,881 0 0 2,860 68,354 
c. Nonstudy area 0 0 808 16,980 288 8,080 0 0 1,096 25,060 
3. South Dakota 665 15,601 1,479 20,365 117 1,597 0 0 2,2.61 37,563 ,j>. 
a. Subregion 4 (areas la, lb, & 6) 0 0 960 13,219 117 1,597 0 0 1,077 
b. Subregion 4 (areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) 233 5,466 147 2,024 0 0 0 0 380 7,490 
c. Nonstudy area 432 10,135 372 5,122 0 0 0 0 804 15,257 
4. Nebraska 3,235 73,825 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,235 73,825 
a. Subregion 5 (areas I, 2, 3 & 4) 1,415 32,291 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,415 32,291 
b. Subregion 6 (areas & 6) 427 9,745 0 0 0 0 0 0 427 9,745 
c. Nonstudy area 1,393 31,789 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,393 31,789 
5. Colorado 2,779 26,525 3 57 0 0 0 0 2,782 26,582 
a. Subregion 5 (areas I , 2, 3, 4 & 5) 2,636 25,160 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,636 25,160 
b . Nonstudy area 143 1,365 3 57 0 0 0 0 146 1,422 
6. Kansas 10,641 213,460 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,641 213,460 
a. Subregion 5 (areas 4 & 6) 3,211 64,413 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,211 64,413 
b. Subregion 6 (area 3) 3,080 61,785 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,080 61,785 
c. Subregion 7 (area 2) 2,957 59,318 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,957 59,318 
d . Nonstudy area l ,393 27,944 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,393 27,944 
Appendix Table 3. Estimated acreage and production of four classes of wheat, 1964, state and area (continued). 
Hard Winter Hard Spring Durum Western White Total 
Acre- Pro- Acre- Pro- Acre- Pro- Acre- Pro- Acre- Pro-
age du ction age duction age duction age d11ction age du ction 
----
1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
State and area acres bu. acres bu. acres bu. acres bu. acres bu . 
7. Oklahoma 4,877 95 ,524 0 0 0 0 99 4.882 95,623 
a. Subregion 6 (area 2) 708 13,868 0 0 0 0 5 713 13,967 
b. Subregion 7 (area 3) 1,567 30,692 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,567 30,692 
c. Subregion 8 (area I) 408 7,991 0 0 0 0 0 0 408 7,991 
d. Nonstudy area 2, 194 42,973 0 0 0 0 0 2,194 42,973 
8. Texas 3,990 61,690 8 JOO 0 0 4 58 4,002 61,848 
a. Subregion 8 (area 5) 962 14,858 0 0 0 0 0 0 962 14,858 
b. Nonstudy area 3,028 46,832 8 100 0 0 4 58 3,040 46,990 
9. Washington 220 8,911 2 56 0 0 1,872 73,239 2,094 82,206 
a. Subregion 9 (areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
5.1, 6, 6.1, 7, 8 & 9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,743 68,192 1,743 68,192 
b . Nonstudy area 220 8,911 2 56 0 0 129 5,047 351 14,014 
10. Oregon 15 517 8 25 1 0 0 786 26,932 809 27,700 
a. Subregion 9 (areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 422 14,454 42.2 14,454 
b. Nonstudy area 15 517 8 25 1 0 0 364 12 ,478 387 13,246 
11. Idaho 586 20,125 213 9,409 0 0 439 16,666 1,238 46,200 
a . Subregion 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 409 15,527 409 15,527 
b. Subregion 10 477 16,382 0 0 0 0 0 0 477 16,382 
c. Nonstudy area 109 3,743 213 9,409 0 0 30 1,139 352 14,291 
Tota l IO subregions 20,085 392,449 6,098 117 ,099 2,207 59,346 2,579 98,272 30,969 667,166 
Total 11 states 29,012 566,658 7,723 153,113 2,500 67 ,542 3, 130 117,603 42,365 904,916 
U .S. Total 32,204 635,000 8,702 180,000 2,519 68,000 3,620 140,000 47,045 1,023,000 
U.S. All wheat 55,672 1,283,37 1 
Source: Food Grain Statistics, Stat. Bui. 423, ERS , USDA, April 1968; Wheat Situation WS-206, £ RS, USDA, November 1968 State Acreage by Class of 
Wheat, Stat. Bui. 369, USDA, July 1966; Agricultural Statistics, 1966 USDA. 
Appendix Table 4. Historical acreage and production of four types of feed grains, 1964, state and area
Slate and area 
I. Montana 
a. Subregion 1 (area 1 & 3) 
b. Subregion 2 (area 2) 
c. Nonstudy area 
2. North Dakota 
a. Subregion 2 (area A & B) 
b. Subregion 3 (area D, E & G) 
c. Nonstudy a rea 
3. South Dakota 
a. Subregion 3 (area la, lb, 5 & 6) 
b. Subregion 4 (area 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) 
c. Nonstudy area 
4. Nebraska 
a. Subregion 5 (area 1--4) 
b . Subregion 6 (area 5 & 6) 
c. Nonstudy area 
5. Colorado 
a. Subregion 5 (area 1-5) 
b. Nonstudy area 
6. Kansas 
a. Subregion 5 (area 4 & 6) 
b. Subregion 6 (a rea 3) 
c. Subregion 7 (area 2) 













































































































































































































































































Appendix Table 4. Historical acreage and production of four types of feed grains, 1964, state and area (continued) . 
State and area 
7. Oklahoma 
a. Subregion 6 (a rea 2) 
b. Subregion 7 (area 3) 
c. Subregion 8 (area I) 
cl. Nons tucl y area 
8. Texas 
a. Sub region 8 (area 
b. Nonstudy area 
9. Wash ington 
a . Subregion 9 (area 1- 9) 
b. Nonstudy a rea 
10. Oregon 
a. Subregion 9 (area 1- 5) 
b. Nonstudy area 
11. Idaho 
a. Subregion 9 
b. Subregion 10 
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234 9,8 14 
374 12,615 
16,269 488,279 Tota l IO subregions 
Total 11 states 9,126 399,625 11 ,120 439,202 7,5 12 254,200 7,388 256,300 35,146 1,17 1,722 
U.S. Total 55,369 3,484,253 11 ,742 489,796 10,277 386,059 19,759 852,257 97 ,147 4,714,67 1 
U.S. Acres & Produ cti on 4 types of feed gra ins. Feed Situation Nov. 68 Checked against Feed Statisti cs Sept. '67 . 
Tota l production expressed in terms or corn equ iva lents: corn, 1.00; barley, 0.84; oats, 0.50; sorghum , 0. 98. 
Appendix Table 5. Acreage of wheat £or specified assumed wheat prices with historical comparison, IO subregions. 
Feed 
Su bregions and Acreage 
grain Assu med Ka nsas City wheal price ($/ bu) 
1953 1964
pncc 
I I I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(] ,000 acres) 
J . Montana win ter wheat 3675 2320 L 3201 3740 4343 4526 4550 4550 4550 
(S tudy Areas 1 & 3) M 3201 3740 4343 4526 4550 4550 4550 4550 
H 360 1350 3492 4526 4550 4550 4550 4550 
2. Northern P lains spring wheat- 646 1 3905 L 2163 770 1 10568 10786 10840 11529 11 587 I 1606 
summer fa llow M 1667 770 1 10568 10786 10840 11 529 11587 11 606 
H 629 5314 10568 10786 10840 11529 11587 11 606 
(a) Montana state pa rt 2389 1444 L 82 2191 2508 2584 2584 2.703 2703 2703 
(S tudy Area 2) M 82 2191 2508 2584 2584 2703 2703 2703 
H 0 2191 2508 2584 2584 2703 2703 2703 
(b) N. Dakota state part 4072 246 1 L 2081 5510 8060 8202 8256 8826 8884 8903 
(S tudy Areas A & B) M 1585 55 10 8060 8202 8256 8826 8884 8903 
H 629 3123 8060 8202 8256 8826 8884 8903 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- 6367 3937 L 2886 6464 9465 12580 136 18 14008 14394 14526 
Aax M 106 5884 12605 136 18 140 10 14396 14526 
H 11 8 179 6993 11885 13650 14011 14409 14527 
(a) N. Dakota stale part 4598 2860 L ]965 5414 8140 10473 11 040 11047 J 1424 11535 
(S tudy Areas D , E & G) M 0 5121 8067 10473 I 1040 11047 11 424 11535 
H 0 0 6171 10228 11040 11047 11 424 11 535 
(b) S. Dakota state part 1769 1077 L 921 1050 1325 2107 2578 296 1 2970 2991 
(S tudy Areas Ia, l b, & 6) M 106 763 1330 2132 2578 2963 2972 2991 
H 118 179 822 1657 26 10 2964 2985 2992 
4. South Dakota mixed spring 653 380 L 314 710 826 905 907 909 910 944 
and winter wheat M 180 55 1 838 903 907 909 910 944 
(S tudy Areas 3 & 4) H 145 332 394 544 763 908 908 944 
5. Central Plains win ter whea t- 9495 7262 L 3870 5849 8128 92 18 10380 10582 10654 ll 11 9 
summer fallow M 2672 4429 6967 8478 99 17 10582 10653 11113 
H 1132 20 17 3412 532.2 8369 95 14 9834 11 092 
Appendix Table 5. Acreage of wheat for specified assumed wheat prices with historical comparison, 10 subregions (continued) . 
Feed Acreage grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu ) 
Su brcgions and I 1953 I price I I I I I I slate parts 1964 level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.50 I 3.50 
(1,000 acres) 
(a) Colorado state part 3725 2636 L 1971 2705 2974 3204 3836 3856 3905 4050 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 1506 2413 2790 3018 3660 3856 3905 4050 
H 803 1393 2028 2574 3374 3459 3565 4029 
(b) Kansas state part 3944 321 1 L 1530 2024 4034 4793 5323 5505 5505 5758 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 964 1497 3057 4340 5036 5505 5504 5752 
H 422 1015 1829 3875 4935 5025 5752 
(c) Nebraska state part 1826 1415 L 369 1120 1120 1221 1221 1244 1311 
(Study areas I, 2, 3 & 4) M 202 519 I 120 1120 122 1 1244 1311 
H 0 202 369 919 1120 1120 1244 1311 
6. Central Plains transitional 5989 4220 L 900 7366 7774 8472 8616 86 16 8926 
winter whea t M 619 2468 7551 7841 8472. 8616 8616 8926 
H 0 329 923 7429 7710 8534 8616 8926 
(a) Kansas state part 4324 3080 L 179 6345 6486 6502 6502 6517 6517 6772 
(Study Area 3) M 0 1644 6345 6502 6502 6517 6517 6772 
H 0 0 0 6371 6371 65 17 6517 6772 
(b) Nebraska state part 580 427 L 341 341 423 775 775 775 775 830 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 341 341 341 341 775 775 775 830 
H 0 163 34 1 341 341 693 775 830 
(c) Oklahoma state part 1085 71 3 L 380 680 865 998 1195 1324 1324 1324 
(Study Area 2) M 278 483 865 998 1195 1324 1324 1324 
H 0 166 582 717 998 1324 1324 1324 
7. Central Plains continuous 6637 4524 L 267 7652 8089 8691 8867 8867 8867 8876 
winter wheat M 25 1669 8089 8369 8572 8685 8685 8724 
H 0 28 1701 8369 8572 8685 8685 8726 
(a) Kansas state part 4286 2957 L 0 5887 5948 6466 6482 6482 6482 6491 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 5948 6144 6187 6300 6300 6339 
H 0 0 0 6144 6187 6300 6300 6341 
(b) Oklahoma state part 2351 1567 L 267 1765 2225 2385 2385 2385 2385 
(Study Area 3) M 25 1669 2141 2225 2385 2385 2385 2385 
H 0 28 1701 2225 2385 2385 2385 2385 
Appendix Table 5. Acreage o[ wheat for specified assumed wheat prices with histor ica l comparison, 10 subregions (continued). 
I 
Feed Acreage grain Assumed Kansas City whea t price ($/ bu) 
Su brcgions and 
1953 1964 
pri ce 
I I I I I 
- -
I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 i. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(1 ,000 acres) 
8. Southern High Plains winter 1180 1370 L 1234 1917 1970 2645 3602 3757 3838 3848 
whea t- sorghum M 614 1275 1827 1970 3058 3757 3838 3848 
H 536 636 1130 1939 22.06 3270 3843 
(a) Oklahoma state part 529 408 L 774 816 869 87 1 902 1057 11 38 I 148 
(S tud y Area l ) M 614 815 815 869 893 1057 1138 I 148 
H 536 636 670 790 838 1105 I 105 11 43 
(b) Texas stale part 651 962 L 460 I IOI I IOI 1774 2700 2.700 2700 2700 
(S tud y Areas 5a & 5b) M 0 460 10 12 1101 2165 2700 2700 2700 
H 0 0 460 890 1101 110 1 2165 2700 
9. Northwest white wheat 4878 2574 2306 3276 3668 3693 3693 3720 
M 1373 3040 3427 3668 3693 3693 3693 3720 
H 1613 2423 3282 3693 3693 3693 3720 
(a) Nonhccntral Oregon 859 422 L 617 617 617 617 617 617 
(Study Areas I, 3, & M 32 617 617 617 617 617 
H 0 (i l7 617 617 617 
(b) Washington-Northern Id aho 2152 L 1689 2659 293 1 3051 3076 3076 3076 3103 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 134 1 2423 28 10 305 1 3076 3076 3076 3103 
5.1, 6.1, 8 & 9) H 134 1 134 1 1806 2665 3076 3076 3076 3103 
10. Southeast Idaho hard 1163 477 L 719 768 799 819 833 844 852 
winter wheat M 684 768 799 819 833 844 852 872 
H 665 799 819 833 844 852 872 
Total JO su bregions 46498 30969 L 17860 45443 555 10 62. 11 3 65762 67355 6796 1 68987 
M 11141 31525 53807 59965 64460 67 175 67780 68829 
H 4926 12463 31835 54642 60919 64474 66404 68806 
Appendix Table Production of wheat for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price (S/ bu ) 
Su brcgions and 
I 
price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1. 25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
(1000 bu) 
l . Montana winter wheat L 784 11 85664 98069 100883 101 364 101364 101364 101364 
(Study Areas I & 3) M 784 11 85664 98069 100883 101364 101364 101364 101364 
H 8856 24 11 5 98069 100883 101 364 101 364 101 364 101364 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 30295 101 080 138489 141323 142035 150298 150728 150979 
summer fallow M 2192 1 101080 138489 141323 142035 150298 150728 150979 
H 8256 69992 138489 141323 142035 150298 150728 150979 
(a) Montana sta te part L 1048 28807 32876 3384 1 3384 1 34480 34480 34480 
(Study Arca 2) M 1048 28807 32876 3384 1 33841 34480 34480 34480 
H 0 28807 32876 33841 33841 34480 34480 34480 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 29247 72.273 105613 107482 108194 11 5818 116248 116499 
(S tudy Areas A & B) M 20873 72273 !05613 107482 108194 115818 11 6248 116499 
H 8256 411 85 105613 107482 !08194 11 5818 11 6248 116499 - 3. No rthern Plains spring wheat- L 59645 12507 1 165135 218101 230349 234972 242.249 244278 
!lax M 1603 110934 164159 218489 229 11 8 234905 242211 244278 
H 1990 3024 102455 205833 228726 233623 24111 3 242942 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 344 11 96992 130916 17320 1 18191 8 182008 189 182 190805 
(S tudy Areas D, E & G) M 0 88848 129897 17320 1 181918 182008 189 182 190805 
H 0 0 99292 17320 1 181918 182008 189 182 190805 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 25234 28079 34219 44900 4843 1 52964 53067 53473 
(Study Areas l a, lb, & 6) M 1603 22086 34262 45288 47200 52897 53029 53473 
H 1990 3163 32632 46808 51615 51931 52137 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 6057 18569 2131 3 23 196 23250 23296 23308 23596 
and winter wheat M 4536 14226 21601 23150 23250 23296 23308 23596 
(Study Areas 2.a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 3609 7848 9704 13295 19156 23257 23268 23596 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 68634 109157 163127 188347 200374 203295 2039 19 207343 
summer fallow M 36803 95370 125777 162063 190309 203299 203956 207037 
H 16329 31896 58452 96666 1420 16 167 142 175038 206853 
(a) Colorado stale part L 291 14 44875 49796 53982 57 183 57183 57339 57900 
(Study Areas I, 3, 4 & 5) M 111 88 38699 46266 50954 55036 57183 57339 57900 
H 8938 17806 29701 41566 51531 52156 53200 57715 




grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I I state parts level 1.00 J.25 J. 50 J.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
( 1000 bu) 
(b) Kansas state part L 3135 1 38515 85040 102352 111178 114099 114099 115066 
(S tudy Areas 4 & 6) M 20781 30904 51220 82818 103260 114103 I 14135 I14760 
H 7391 9256 20582 34082 62.204 86695 94591 114761 
(c) Nebraska state part L 8169 25767 28291 32013 32013 32013 32481 34377 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3 & 4) M 4834 25767 28291 28291 32013 32013 32481 34377 
H 0 4834 8196 21018 28291 28291 32481 34377 
6. Central Plains transitional L 19664 122718 131098 140560 142644 144143 144143 148686 
winter wheat M 13934 44224 125567 129984 142644 144143 144143 148686 
H 0 6961 19621 123642 127871 140852 1441 43 148686 
(a) Kansas state part L 3533 101374 103614 103875 103875 104101 10410 1 107223 
(Study Area 3) M 0 26259 101374 103875 103875 104101 104101 107223 
H 0 0 0 101 762 101762 ]04101 104101 107223 
(b) Nebraska state part L 8841 884 [ 12132 194 [7 19417 19417 19417 20838 
(S tudy Areas 5 & 6) M 884 1 884 1 8841 884 1 19417 19417 19417 20838 
H 0 4137 884 I 884 1 884 1 16126 194 17 20838 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 7290 12503 15352 17268 19352 20625 20625 20625 
(Study Area 2) M 5093 9124 15352 ]7268 19352 20625 20625 
H 0 2824 10780 13039 17268 20625 20625 20625 
7. Central Plains continuous L 7228 196541 206453 221210 223960 223960 223960 224227 
winter wheat M 688 41143 206453 212872 216341 219256 219256 220340 
H 0 758 41662 212872 21634 1 219256 219256 220340 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 153084 154658 168086 168506 168506 J 68506 168773 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 154658 159748 160887 163802 163802 164886 
H 0 0 0 159748 160887 163802 163802 164886 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 7228 43457 51795 53124 55454 55454 55454 55454 
(Study Area 3) M 688 41143 51795 53124 55454 55454 55454 55454 
H 0 758 41662 53124 55454 55454 55454 55454 




g ra in Assumed Kansas CiLy wheat price ($/ bu) 
Su bregions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2. 00 2.50 I 3.50 
( l000 bu ) 
8. Southern High Pla ins winter L 17239 39349 39975 81974 11 8140 119427 120068 120132 
whea t-sorghum M 7963 17575 36350 48294 100944 11 9427 120068 120132 
H 8150 15995 33207 48914 51315 102708 120104 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 9679 10028 10670 10982 12269 12910 12974 
(Stud y Area I ) M 7963 100 15 10648 10911 12269 12910 12974 
H 8150 8435 9725 10270 1267 1 12675 12946 
(b) Texas state part L 7560 29321 2932 1 71304 107158 107158 107158 107158 
(Stud y Areas & 5b) M 0 7560 26335 37646 90033 107 158 107158 107158 
H 0 0 7560 23482 38644 38644 90033 107158 
9. Northwestwhite wheat L 82 110 125403 139874 143898 1452 16 145216 1452 16 145677 
M 49690 I 16414 133378 143898 1452 16 145216 145216 145677 
H 48930 57303 91827 12572 1 1452 16 145216 1452 16 145677 
(a) North ccntra l Oregon L 19 141 19141 191 41 19141 191 41 19141 19141 19141 
Study rcas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 19141 19141 1914 1 19141 19141 19141 19141 
H 0 8373 19141 19141 19 141 19141 1914 1 19141 
(b) Washington- No rth ern Idaho L 62969 106262 120733 124757 126075 126075 126075 126536 
(Study Areas I , 2, 3, 4, M 48930 97273 11 4237 124757 126075 126075 126075 126536 
5.1, 6, 6. 1, 7, 8 & 9) H 48930 48930 72686 106580 126075 126075 126075 126536 
IO. Southeastern Idaho hard L 1456 1 15074 153 16 15444 1552 1 15570 15603 15677 
winter wh eat M 14120 15074 153 16 15444 1552.1 15570 15603 15677 
H 13884 13884 153 16 15444 1552 1 15570 15603 15677 
Total 10 subregions L 383844 939256 111 8849 1274936 1342852 136 1541 1370558 138 1959 
M 229669 641704 1065 159 11 96400 1306742 1356774 1365853 1377766 
H 108656 223930 591590 1068886 l 187 160 1247893 1318437 1376218 
Appendix Table 7. Acreage of feed grains for specified assumed wheat prices with historical comparisons, 10 subregions. 
Acreage 
Feed Assumed Ka nsas City wheat p ri ce ($ / bu) grain 
Subregions and 
1953 I 964 
price 
I I I I I I state pans level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
I. Monta na winter wheat 662 120 1 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 3983 2992 851 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- 111 9 1723 L 701 332 284 284 28 1 49 44 25 
sum mer fa llow M 701 332 284 284 281 49 44 25 
H 6755 4308 284 284 281 49 44 25 
(a) Montana state part 363 518 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 956 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) N. Dakota state part 756 1205 L 70 1 332 284 284 281 49 44 25 
(S tudy Areas A & B) M 701 332 284 284 281 49 44 25 
H 5799 4308 284 284 281 49 44 25 
3. North ern Plains spring wheat- 4234 4024 L 2854 1426 1086 758 33 1 330 33 1 308 
flax M 6682 I 132 783 917 330 335 308 
H I 1798 11 751 5614 2433 1084 1046 1067 916 
(a) N. Dakota state part 2249 2593 L 2570 1249 898 515 63 46 46 0 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 4874 1615 898 515 63 46 46 0 
H 9840 9840 3703 515 63 46 46 0 
(b) S. Dakota state part 1985 1431 L 284 177 188 243 268 284 285 308 
(S tudy Areas I a, I b, 5 & 6) M 1808 234 268 854 284 289 308 
H 1958 1911 191 I 1918 102 1 1000 1021 916 
4. South Dakota mixed spring 1510 863 L 181 56 47 48 50 51 46 
and winter wheat M 714 37 1 46 47 48 51 46 
(S tud y Areas 2b, 3 & 4) H 1198 1092 997 779 341 53 46 
Appendix Table 7. Acreage of feed grains for specified assumed wheat prices with historical comparisons, IO subregio'ns (continued) . 
964 
Feed grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($ / bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I slate parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 2.25 2.50 I 3.50 
( I 000 acres) 
5. Central Plains winter wh eat- 3085 3304 L 7069 4160 1989 1116 72,3 619 619 640 
summer fallow M 8850 6333 3660 2196 11 66 619 618 639 
H )1467 10262 8420 5678 2913 2101 1610 681 
(a) Colorado state part 1039 1039 L 2236 866 468 219 46 46 46 0 
(Stud y Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 2730 1436 811 468 219 46 46 0 
H 3513 2839 2263 1207 546 468 391 42 
(b) Kansas state part 1097 1319 L 3878 3092 1319 897 677 573 573 640 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 4999 4093 2059 1526 947 573 572 639 
H 6428 6302 5202 3869 2165 143 1 1219 639 
(c) Nebraska state part 949 946 L 955 202 2.02 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3 & 4) M 11 21 804 202 0 0 0 0 
H 1526 1121 955 602 202 202 0 0 
6. Centra l Plains transitional 1833 1445 L 6485 927 623 447 447 447 447 226 
wi nter wheat M 7164 6037 927 788 447 447 447 226 
H 9146 8634 7834 1356 1096 610 447 226 
(a) Kansas state part 919 658 L 5871 586 445 447 447 447 447 226 
(S lUdy Arca 3) M 6234 5285 586 447 447 447 447 226 
H 6945 6945 6945 579 579 447 447 226 
(b) Nebraska state part 809 656 L 34 1 341 178 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 341 34 1 341 341 0 0 0 0 
H 1018 693 341 341 341 163 0 0 
(c) Oklahoma sta te part 105 131 L 273 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Arca 2) M 589 411 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 1183 996 548 436 176 0 0 0 
7. Central Plains continuous 1601 1805 L 7035 334 320 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 7777 6395 320 320 276 184 184 152 
H 8480 845 1 6904 320 276 184 184 152 
(a) Kansas state part 1287 14 18 L 6221 334 320 0 0 0 0 0 
(Stud y Area 2) M 6268 6268 320 320 276 184 184 152 
H 6464 6464 6464 320 276 184 184 152 
Appendix Table 7. Acreage of feed grains for specified assumed wheat prices with historical comparisons, 10 subregions (continued) . 
I 
Feed 
Subreg ions and 
Acreage grain Assumed Kansas City wheal price (S/b11) 
1953 I 964 
price 
I I I I I I state parts level 1.00 J.25 1.50 I. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 I 3.50 
( I 000 acres ) 
(b) Oklahoma state part 314 387 L 814 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Stud y Area 3) M 1509 127 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 2016 1987 440 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Southern High Plains winter 1317 876 L 2326 1680 1611 935 0 0 0 0 
wheat-sorghum M 2967 1774 550 0 0 
H 3123 2995 2505 1935 569 
(a) Oklahoma state part 335 203 L 81 12 9 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area l) M 16 0 0 
H 423 265 125 34 
(b) Texas state part 982 673 L 2240 1599 1599 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas & 5b) M 2700 2240 1688 1599 535 0 0 0 
H 2700 2700 2240 18 10 1599 1599 535 0 
9. Northwest white wheat 148 794 L 1816 393 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M 2444 1059 384 143 0 0 0 0 
H 2476 2204 1268 1721 0 0 0 
(a) Northcentral Oregon 102 162 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Stud y Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 585 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 617 345 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho 632 L 1816 393 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 1859 1059 384 143 0 0 0 0 
5.l , 6, 6.1, 7, 8 & 9) H 1859 1859 1268 1721 396 0 0 0 
10. Southeastern Idaho bard 84 234 L 239 189 158 138 124 113 105 85 
winter wheat M 273 189 158 138 124 113 105 85 
H 292 292 158 138 124 113 105 85 
Total IO subregions 15593 16269 L 28706 9497 6106 3725 1954 1608 1597 1330 
M 37.572 25301 8685 63 14 3809 1792 1790 !481 
H 587 18 52981 34835 14644 8196 5790 4080 2137 
Appendix Table 8. Production of feed grains for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Subregions and I 
pri ce 
I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 J.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(I 000 bu corn equ ivalents) 
1. Montana win ter wheat L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1 & 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 105861 87317 24843 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 10648 4955 4186 4186 4141 743 66 1 374 
summer fa llow M 10648 4955 4186 4186 4141 743 66 1 374 
H 106635 63197 4186 4186 414 1 743 661 374 
(a) Montana state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 16162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 10648 4955 4186 4186 4141 743 661 374 
(S tudy Areas A & B) M 10648 4955 4186 4186 4141 743 661 374 
H 90473 63 197 4186 4186 4141 743 661 374 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 54473 28487 21267 1472.7 6757 6523 6335 6430 
fl ax M 152488 55968 22334 15020 2901 l 6523 6450 6430 
H 276276 275323 129513 72739 34154 32276 3253 1 322 11 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 46118 22996 16351 9460 1197 838 838 558 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 91364 34082 16351 9460 I 197 838 838 558 
H 211573 211573 65763 9460 11 97 838 838 558 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 8355 5491 4916 5267 5560 5685 5497 5872 
(Study Areas l a, lb, 5 & 6) M 611 24 21886 5983 5560 27814 5685 5612 5872 
H 64703 63750 63750 63279 32957 31438 31693 31653 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 3162 493 557 744 746 782 783 601 
and winter wheat M 21544 11 688 757 744 746 782 783 601 
(S tudy Areas 2a, 3 & 4) H 33373 31211 29141 2303 1 11 497 797 799 601 
Appendix Table 8. Production of (eed grains for speci fied assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued ). 
feed 
I I 
grai n Assu med Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Su brcgions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( 1000 bu corn eq ui valen ts) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 224 176 159138 77 11 7 33465 15384 11009 11009 7606 
summer fa llow M 255 159 210361 148342 89835 3473 1 I 1009 10980 11860 
H 30 1 I 16 281883 247852 19562.9 129625 88626 63095 12105 
(a) Colorado state part L 40777 17949 10648 4237 270 270 270 0 
(Study Areas l , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 49595 27 178 16503 10648 4237 2.70 270 0 
H 61542 52673 41606 2.4023 11751 10648 8934 2.44 
(b) Kansas state part L 150903 1329 17 58197 29228 15 11 4 10739 10739 7606 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 169267 154834 123567 709 15 30494 l0739 107 10 11 860 
H 194803 1929 13 173750 1511 93 109602 69706 54161 I 186 1 
(c) Nebraska state part L 32496 8272 8272 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3 & 4) M 36297 28349 8272 8272 0 0 0 0 
H 44771 36297 32496 204 13 8272 8272 0 0 
6. Central Plains transit ional L 17663 1 33488 22705 13687 13687 137 17 137 17 6933 
win ter wheat M 191632 154920 33488 30233 13687 137 17 137 17 6933 
H 22.8514 217638 196763 43930 36939 212.10 137 17 6933 
(a) Kansas state part L 152332 16942 13652 13687 13587 137 17 137 17 6933 
(Study Area 3) M 159125 127272 16942 13687 13687 137 17 13717 6933 
H 166253 166253 166253 1679 1 1679 1 137 17 137 17 6933 
(b) Nebraska state part L 16546 16546 9053 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 16546 16546 16546 16546 0 0 0 0 
H 33 149 25690 16546 16546 16546 7493 0 0 
(c) Ok lahoma sta te part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 1596 1 11 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 29 112 25695 13964 10593 3602 0 0 0 
7. Central Plains cont inuous L 251 302 12027 11577 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 273206 230040 11575 I1 575 11 60 1 7672 7672 0 
H 29252.3 291748 24566 1 11 577 11 60 1 7672 7672 6383 
(a) Kansas state part L 224538 12027 I 1577 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 226264 226264 11575 11 575 l 1601 7672 7672 0 
H 233338 233338 233338 11 577 11 60 1 7672 7672 
Appendix T able 8. Production 0£ (eed grains for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions 
Feed
I I 
grain Assu med Kansas City wheat price (S/ bu) 
Su brcg ions and price 
I I I state parts level 2,00 I 2.50 
( 1000 bu co rn eq ui valents) 
(b) Ok lahoma stale part L 26764 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 46942 3776 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 69185 58410 12323 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Southern H igh P lains win ter L 1711 34 140025 138350 77947 0 0 0 0 
whea t- so rghum M 204372 192877 168032 54606 0 108 0 
H 206925 204838 194542 124083 164307 1630 16 64232 108 
(a) Ok lahoma state part L 2004 192 1 246 189 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area I) M 5347 3652 1999 312, 289 0 108 0 
H 7900 5813 5317 2935 1999 708 699 108 
(b) Texas sta te part L 169130 138104 138104 77758 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 199025 189225 166033 162308 543 17 0 0 0 
H 199025 199025 189225 1711 48 152308 162308 63533 0 
9. No rthwest white wheat L 79967 20747 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M 97028 48243 20343 759 1 0 0 0 0 
H 97628 907 12 57388 63906 20895 0 0 0 
(a) Northcentra l Oregon L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 15606 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 16206 9290 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Washington- Northern Ida ho L 79967 20747 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I, 2. , 3, 4, M 81422 48243 20343 7591 0 0 0 0 
5,1, 6, 6.1, 7, 8 & 9) H 81422 81422 57388 20895 0 0 0 
IO, Southeastern Idaho hard L 5688 4767 4042 3496 3079 275 1 2490 1814 
winter wheat M 6134 4767 4042 3496 3079 2.75 1 2490 1814 
H 63 14 63 14 4042. 3496 3079 275 1 2490 1814 
Tota l 10 subregions L 977 181 404127 2.79801 148252 43794 35525 34995 23758 
M 12 I 22 11 913819 413099 325300 151602 43 197 42861 2.801 2 
H 1655 165 1550181 11 33931 592577 416238 317091 185 197 60529 
Appendix Table 9. Acreage of summer fa llow for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
I 
Feed 
I Subregions and 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/bu) 
price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I. 75 2.00 2.25 I 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
I. Montana winter wheat L 4832 4378 3904 3745 3770 3770 3770 3770 
(Study Areas I & 3) M 4832 4378 3904 3745 3770 3770 3770 3770 
H 3775 3775 3904 3745 3770 3770 3770 3770 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 4779 35 13 1845 1930 2223 1825 1859 1859 
summer fallow M 5430 3513 1845 1930 2223 1825 1859 1859 
H 4382 2359 1948 1930 2223 1825 1859 1859 
(a) Montana state part L 4267 2138 1842 1880 1880 1806 1806 1806 
(Study Area 2) M 4267 2138 1842 1880 1880 1806 1806 1806 
H 3374 2159 1945 1880 1880 1806 1806 1806 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 512 1375 3 50 343 19 53 53 
(Study Areas A & B) M 1163 1375 3 50 343 19 53 53 
H 1008 200 3 50 343 19 53 53 
3. Nor thern Plains spring wheat- L 2367 22 19 665 593 1093 1115 982 968 
flax M 1848 1932 702 615 508 1082 946 968 
H 187 187 180 384 339 218 333 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 2143 1865 339 215 184 184 45 0 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 1848 1793 411 215 184 184 45 0 
H 187 187 180 225 184 184 45 0 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 224 354 326 378 909 93 1 937 968 
(Study Areas l a, lb, 5 & 6) M 0 139 29 1 400 324 898 901 968 
H 0 0 0 69 200 155 173 333 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 309 704 803 873 875 877 877 883 
and winter wheat M 177 547 814 872 875 877 877 883 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 145 33 1 394 513 732 876 877 883 
Appendix Table 9. Acreage of summer fallow for specified assumed wheat prices, JO subregions (continued). 
Feed I grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) Su brcgions and I price I I I I state pans level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( I 000 acres ) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 6877 6741 6621 5907 5824 5801 5465 
summer fallow M 5128 6085 632.8 62.68 591 I 5815 5805 5474 
H 4187 45 1 l 5075 5927 5739 5407 5500 5453 
(a) Colorado state part L 2306 3007 3109 3221 2806 2788 2742 2659 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 2260 27 15 3038 3153 2803 2788 2742. 2659 
H 2157 2249 23 18 2863 2770 2764 2739 2638 
(b) Kansas state part L 228 1 2750 2512 2179 1880 1815 181 5 1495 
(S tudy Areas 4 & 6) M 1748 2250 2170 1995 1887 1806 1819 1504 
H 1112 11 42 1637 2 145 1849 1523 1517 1504 
(c) Nebraska state part L 11 20 11 20 11 20 122 1 122 1 1221 13 II 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 11 20 11 20 1120 1120 122 1 1221 13 11 
H 918 11 20 11 20 919 1120 1120 1244 1311 
6. Central Plains transitional L 1225 341 423 245 245 245 267 
winter wheat M 1039 34 1 341 341 245 245 245 267 
H 0 163 34 1 34 1 34 1 163 245 267 
(a) Kansas state part L 884 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Area 3) M 698 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Nebraska state part L 341 341 423 245 245 245 245 267 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 34 1 341 341 34 1 245 2.45 245 267 
H 0 163 34 1 34 1 341 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Central Plains continuous L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
price 
I I I I I sla te parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
(] 000 acres) 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Arca 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 395 395 395 395 395 395 
wheat-sorghum M 395 395 395 395 395 395 395 
H 395 395 395 395 395 395 395 395 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 295 295 295 295 295 295 295 295 
(Study Area I) M 295 295 295 295 295 295 295 
CJ, H 295 295 295 295 295 295 295 295 
(b) Texas state part L 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 100 JOO 100 JOO 100 100 100 100 
H 100 100 100 JOO JOO JOO 100 100 
9. Northwest white wheat L 3345 3798 3919 3811 3835 3835 3835 3808 
M 3650 3368 3656 3668 3835 3835 3835 3808 
H 3650 3650 3776 3476 3439 3835 3808 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
H 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 2507 2960 3081 2973 2997 2997 2.997 2970 
(S tudy Areas I , 2, 3, 4, 5, M 28 12 2530 2818 2830 2997 2997 2997 2970 
5.1 , 6, 6.1, 7, 8 & 9) H 2812' 2.812 2938 2638 2601 2997 2997 2970 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 694 694 694 694 
winte r wheat M 694 694 694 694 694 694 694 
H 694 694 694 694 694 694 694 
Total 10 subregions L 23652 22919 19389 18907 19037 18580 18458 18109 
M 23193 21253 18679 18528 18456 18538 18426 18118 
H 17415 16065 16707 17315 17717 17304 17393 17462 
Appendix Table 10. Acreage of forage for specified assumed wheat prices, 18 subregions. 
Feed 
I I 
grai n Assumed Kansas City wheat pri ce (S/bu ) 
Subregions and price 
I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I. 75 2.00 2.50 3.50 
(I 000 acres) 
I. Montana winter wheat L 82 81 74 49 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Areas I & 3) M 82 81 74 49 0 0 0 0 
H 81 81 74 49 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 1773 1300 65 1 456 l 12 53 0 0 
summer fallow M 1745 1300 651 456 l 12 53 0 0 
H 850 824 651 456 112 53 0 0 
(a) Montana state part L 46 52 51 45 45 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 46 51 45 45 0 0 0 
H 51 52 51 45 45 0 0 0 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 1248 600 411 67 53 0 0 
(Study Areas A & B) M 1699 1248 600 411 67 53 0 0 
H 799 772 600 411 67 53 0 0 
3. Northern Plains sp ring wheat- L 1685 1707 1389 805 430 272 263 127 
flax M 1235 1647 1379 780 430 304 294 127 
H 691 742 764 563 444 331 286 154 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 705 464 131 109 81 81 4 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 724 715 464 131 109 81 81 4 
H 313 313 335 231 109 81 81 4 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 980 992 925 674 321 191 182 123 
(Study Areas l a, lb, 3 & 4) M 511 932 915 649 321 223 2.1 3 123 
H 378 429 429 332 335 250 205 150 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 269 58 59 61 58 23 
and winter wheat M 180 97 65 58 56 23 
(Stud y Areas 2a, 3 & 4) H 135 80 59 59 58 23 
5. Centra l Plains winter wheat- L 803 587 519 513 463 45 1 404 279 
summer fallow M 798 62.7 516 527 480 460 404 277 
H 686 685 587 560 466 466 418 277 
Appendix Table 10. Acreage of forage for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I Subregions and I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat pri ce ($/bu) 
price 
I I I state parts level 1.00 1. 25 1.50 1.75 2.00 I 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
(I 000 acres) 
(a) Colorado state part L 289 250 182 181 14 1 141 138 148 
(S tudy Areas 4 & 5) M 306 264 186 188 147 141 138 148 
H 349 346 236 200 152 152 147 148 
(b) Kansas state part L 335 158 158 153 143 131 131 131 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 313 184 151 160 154 140 131 129 
H 158 160 172 181 135 135 136 129 
(c) Nebraska sta te part L 179 179 179 179 179 179 135 0 
(S tudy Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 179 179 179 179 179 179 135 0 
H 179 179 179 179 179 179 135 0 
6. Central Pla ins transitional L 321 336 34 1 27 1 27 1 256 143 
winter wheat M 305 306 341 27 1 27 1 256 256 143 
H 275 275 275 271 271 256 256 143 
(a) Kansas state part L 207 210 210 193 193 178 178 143 
(Study Area 3) M 209 213 210 193 193 178 178 143 
H 197 197 197 193 193 178 178 143 
(b) Nebraska state pa rt L 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 0 
H 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 0 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 3G 48 53 0 0 0 0 0 
(Stud y Area 2) M 18 15 53 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Centra l Plains continuous L 725 522 111 1 II 95 95 85 
win ter wheat M 466 444 111 11 3 11 3 93 93 83 
H 113 11 3 11 3 11 3 11 3 93 93 83 
(a) Kansas state pa rt L 158 158 111 111 95 95 95 85 
(Study Area 2) M 111 111 111 I 13 11 3 93 93 83 
H 113 11 3 113 113 113 93 93 83 
(b) Oklahom a sta te part L 567 364 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Arca 3) M 355 333 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Appendix Table 10. Acreage of forage for specified assumed wheat prices, JO subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas Ci ty whea t pri ce ($/ bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 J. 75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( I 000 acres) 
8. Southern High Pla ins winter L 34 42 41 13 14 12 6 
wheat-sorghum M 29 35 35 41 13 14 11 6 
H 28 38 31 36 6 9 9 6 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 34 35 42 41 13 14 12 6 
(Study Area 1) M 29 35 35 41 13 14 11 6 
H 28 38 31 36 6 9 9 6 
(b) T exas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Areas 5a & 5b) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Northwest white wheat L 66 66 66 54 54 54 54 54 
M 66 66 66 54 54 54 54 54 
H 66 66 66 54 54 54 54 54 
(a) Nor thcentral Oregon L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 66 66 66 54 54 54 54 54 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 66 66 66 54 54 54 54 54 
5.1, 6, 6.1 , 7, 8 & 9) H 66 66 66 54 54 54 54 54 
10. Southeastern Id aho hard L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 subregions L 5758 4730 325 1 2359 1499 1253 1140 717 
M 4906 4603 3238 2351 1534 1292 1168 71 3 
H 2925 2904 2630 2161 1320 1172 740 
Appendix Table 11. Acreage of tame and small grain pasture for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed
I I 
grai n Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu ) 
Su bregions and pr ice 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
( I 000 acres) 
I. Montana winter wheat L 206 122 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Areas I & 3) M 206 122 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 122 122 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern Plains spring wh ea t- L 4074 644 142 34 34 34 0 0 
summer fallow M 3947 644 142 34 34 34 0 0 
H 874 685 39 34 34 34 0 0 
(a) Montana state part L 114 129 108 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Area 2) M 114 129 108 0 0 0 0 0 
H 127 108 5 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 3960 515 34 34 34 34 0 0 
(S tudy Areas A & B) M 3833 515 34 34 34 34 0 0 
H 747 577 34 34 34 34 0 0 
3. Northern Plains spring wh eat- L 2046 1530 830 360 0 0 0 0 
flax M 1308 1445 818 313 0 0 0 0 
H 320 310 244 156 0 0 0 0 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 1252 834 231 55 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 1202 834 231 55 0 0 0 0 
H 308 308 2.42 156 0 0 0 0 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 794 696 599 305 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas la , I b, 5 & 6) M 106 611 258 0 0 0 0 
H 12 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
4. Sou th Dakota mixed spring L 216 48 7 7 3 0 0 0 
and winter wh eat M 91 60 II 8 3 0 0 0 
(S tudy Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 166 26 II 0 0 0 0 0 
5. Centra l Plains winter wheat- L 55 31 124 32 26 26 26 0 
summer fa llow M 55 31 32 32 26 26 26 0 
H 31 31 10 14 14 14 14 0 




grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($ / bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
(a) Colorado state part L 55 31 32 26 26 26 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 55 31 32 32 26 26 26 0 
H 31 31 JO 14 14 14 14 0 
(b) Kansas sta te part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I , 2, 3 & 4) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Central Plains transitional L 284 441 405 326 129 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 242 350 405 326 129 0 0 0 
H 142 162 195 17 I 150 0 0 0 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 284 44 1 405 326 129 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 242 350 405 326 129 0 0 0 
H 142 162 195 171 150 0 0 0 
7. Central Pla ins continuous L 539 255 244 159 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 337 244 159 0 0 0 0 
H 369 370 244 159 0 0 0 0 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 539 255 244 159 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 337 244 159 0 0 0 0 
H 369 370 244 159 0 0 0 0 
Appendix Table l I. Acreage of tame and small grain pasture for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions continued) . 
Feed 
I I grain Assumed Kansas City whea t price ($/ bu) Subregions and price I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 J.7 5 2.00 I 2.50 I 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 213 222 232 233 239 84 5 0 
wheat-sorghum M 180 219 219 229 234 84 0 0 
H 168 186 189 204 22.5 6 6 0 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 213 2.22 232 233 239 84 5 0 
(Study Area 1) M 180 219 219 229 234 84 0 0 
H 168 186 189 204 22.5 6 6 0 
(b) Texas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Northwest white whea t L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 subregions L 7633 3293 1984 1151 431 144 31 0 
M 6366 3126 1871 1101 426 144 26 0 
H 2192 1892 932 738 423 54 20 0 
Appendix Table 12. Acreageof reseeded cropland at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
\ 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Subregions and I price I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 I 3.50 
( I 000 acres) 
I. Montana winter wheat L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I & 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
summer fallow M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) Montana state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 () 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas A & B) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
flax M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 () 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 0 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas la , 1 b, 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 498 174 63 4 0 0 0 0 
and winter wheat M 473 161 18 4 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Appendix Table 12. Acreage of reseeded cropland at specified assumed wheat prices, IO subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/b u) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.25 I I 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
summer fallow M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) Colorado state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I , 2, 3 & 4) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Central Plains transitional L 474 278 123 123 123 123 123 123 
winter wheat M 320 189 123 123 123 123 123 123 
H 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 474 278 123 123 123 123 123 123 
(Study Area 2) M 320 189 123 123 123 123 123 123 
H 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 
7. Central P lains continuous L 379 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
winter wheat M 340 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
H 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
Appendix T able 12. Acreage of reseeded cropl_and at specified assumed wheat prices, IO subregions (continued). 
Feed 
i 
grain Assumed Kansas Cily whea l price (S/ bu) 
Subregionsand I 
price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 l.25 1.50 2.00 I I 3.50 
( l000 acres ) 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 379 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
(Study Area 3) M 340 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
H 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 71 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
wheat- sorghum M 89 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
H 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 71 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
(Study Area 1) M 89 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
H 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
(b) Texas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tudy Areas 5a & 5b) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Northwest white wheat L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 . subregions L 1422 656 390 331 327 327 327 327 
M 1222 554 345 331 327 327 327 327 
H 399 327 327 327 327 327 327 





grain Assumed Kansas Ci ty whea t price (S/ bu ) 
price 
I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
(I 000 acres) 
I . Montana winter wheat L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1 & 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern P lains spring wheat- L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
su mmer fallow M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) Montana state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas A & B) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 4342 2847 2753 11 49 555 266 208 
flax M 4952 3026 1131 264 224 208 
H 2959 2932 2290 863 467 263 214 207 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 1724 1724 448 241 24 1 207 207 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 3155 1724 1724 448 241 24 1 207 207 
H 1063 1063 1063 448 241 24 1 207 207 
(b) S. Dakota sta tc pa rt L 1187 1123 102.9 70 1 314 25 18 I 
(Study Areas l a, l b, 5 & 6) M 1797 1302 1034 314 23 17 1 
H 1896 1869 1227 226 7 0 
4. South Dakota mi xed spring L 107 108 103 0 0 0 () 0 
and winter wheat M 80 103 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 33 34 31 0 0 0 0 0 




grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/bu) 
Su brcgions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 J.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
summer fallow M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) Colorado state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Central Plains transitional L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Central P lains continuous L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Appendix Table 13. Acreage of special crops for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (flax, soybeans, sugar beets, potatoes) 
( continued). 
Feed 
I Subreg ions and I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price (S/ bu) 
price 
I I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1. 25 1.50 2.00 
( I 000 acres) 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Oklahoma state pa rt L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
wheat-sorghum M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Northwest white wh ea t L 397 397 397 397 348 348 348 348 
M 397 397 397 397 348 348 348 348 
H 397 397 397 397 348 348 348 348 
(a) North centra l Oregon L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Stud y Areas l , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 397 397 397 397 348 348 348 348 
(Study Areas l , 2, 3, 4, 5, M 397 397 397 397 348 348 348 348 
5.1 , 6, 6.1 , 7, 8 & 9) H 397 397 397 397 348 348 348 348 
10. South east Idaho hard L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wh ea t M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
To tal 10 subregions L 5043 3549 3450 1546 903 614 573 556 
M 5626 3728 3455 1528 903 612 572 556 
H 3389 3363 27 18 1260 8 15 611 562. 555 
Appendix Table 14. Acreage of wheat and stubble pasture for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat p rice (S/ b u) 
Subregions and I price I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 
( I 000 acres) 
l. Montana winte r whea t L 996 1409 1473 1473 1498 1498 1498 1498 
(Study Areas 1 & 3) M 996 1409 1473 1473 1498 1498 1498 1498 
H 1409 1409 1473 1498 1498 1498 1498 
2. No rthe rn Plains spring wh eat- L 68 1063 1076 1129 11 29 1129 Jl 29 1129 
summ er fallow M 68 1063 1076 11 29 ll 29 1129 1129 1129 
H 956 1063 1076 ll 29 11 29 1129 1129 1129 
/a) Montana sta te part L 68 1063 1076 l 129 1129 ll29 11 29 11 29 
(S tudy Area 2) M 68 1063 1076 11 29 11 29 11 29 ll 29 
H 956 1063 1076 ll29 11 29 1129 11 29 1129 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas A & B) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Northern Plains spring whea t- L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
flax M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) N . Dakota sta te pa rt L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas l a, lb, 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Appendix Table 14 . Acreage o( wheat and stubble pasture for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued) . 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheal price (S/ bu ) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 I 2.50 I 3.50 
(1000 acres) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 6808 7238 7643 8080 9021 9119 9169 9379 
summer fallow M 7002 7420 7837 8189 8828 9119 9167 9372 
H 7512 7654 7587 7509 8756 9129 91J 3 9372 
(a) Colorado state part L 1400 2122 2.290 2390 3021 3041 3091 2981 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 1039 1830 2133 2323 2845 3041 3091 2981 
H 755 930 1370 1811 27 16 2763 2869 2981 
(b) Kansas state part L 5408 5116 5353 5690 6000 6078 6078 6398 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 5963 5590 5704 5866 5983 6078 6076 6391 
H 6757 6217 5698 6040 6366 6244 6391 
(c) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Central Plains transitional L 6050 693 1 6931 6949 6949 6964 6964 6998 
winter ·wh eat M 6234 692.9 6931 6949 6949 6964 6964 6998 
H 6945 6945 6945 6950 6950 6964 6964 6998 
(a) Kansas state pa rt L 6050 6931 6931 6949 6949 6964 6964 6998 
(Study Area 3) M 6234 6931 6931 6949 6949 6964 6964 6998 
H 6945 6945 6945 6950 6950 6964 6964 6998 
(b) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Stud y Areas & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Oklahoma sta te part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(S tud y Arca M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Cent ral Plains continuous L 622 1 6221 6268 6466 6482 6482 6482 649 1 
winter whea t M 6268 6268 6268 6464 6464 6484 6484 6491 
H 6464 6464 6464 6464 6464 6484 6484 6493 
Appendix Table 14. Acreage o[ wheat and stubble pasture for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I state parLs leve l 1.00 1.25 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(I 000 acres) 
(a) Kansas state part L 6221 6221 6268 6466 6482 6482 6482 6491 
(Study Area 2) M 6268 6268 6268 6464 6464 6484 6491 
H 6464 6464 6464 6464 6464 6484 6493 
Oklahoma state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
wheat-sorghum M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Northwest white wheat L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IO. South eas te rn Idaho hard L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total IO subregions L 20143 23862 23391 24097 25079 25192 25242 25495 
M 20568 23089 23585 24204 24868 25194 25242 25488 
H 23286 23535 23545 23525 24797 25204 25188 25490 
Appendix Table 15. Net beef production for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Su brcgions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( IO00 cw t ) 
l. Montana winter wh eat L 634 610 569 569 570 570 570 570 
(Stud y Areas l & 3) M 634 610 569 569 570 570 570 
H 610 610 569 569 570 570 570 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 933 783 614 566 560 455 445 445 
su mmer fa llow M 927 783 614 566 560 455 445 445 
H 664 713 614 566 560 455 445 445 
(a) Montana state part L 393 449 441 393 393 393 393 393 
(Stud y Area 2) M 393 449 441 393 393 393 393 393 
H 393 449 441 393 393 393 393 393 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 540 334 173 173 167 62 52 52 
(S tud y Areas A & M 334 173 173 167 62 52 
H 27 1 264 173 173 167 62 52 
3. Northern P lains spring wheat- L 8508 7887 6675 5159 3503 3506 35 13 3293 
fl ax M 6250 7926 6632 58 10 3588 3867 3322. 3293 
H 4994 4873 4544 4630 3588 4219 3509 3261 
(a) N. Dakota sta te part L 3589 3280 2479 1918 ]442 1442. 1442 1346 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 3707 3697 2479 1918 1442 ]442 1442 1346 
H 283 1 2.83 1 2502 19]8 1442 1442 1442 1346 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 49 19 4607 4196 324 1 206 1 2064 207 1 1947 
(S tud y Areas la, lb , & 6) 4229 4153 3892 2146 2425 1880 1947 
H 2163 2042 2777 2067 1915 
So uth Dakota mixed spring L 2327 1200 907 794 749 742 742 654 
and win ter w heat 1702 1206 826 798 749 742 742 
(Study A rcas 2a , 2b. 3 & 4) H 103 1 781 772 74 1 74 1 715 715 627 
Appendix Table 15. Net beef production for specified assumed wheat prices 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I 
gra in Assumed Kansas City wheat pri ce ($ / bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
(1000 cwt) 
5. Centra l Plains winter wheat- L 4660 47 12 4944 4680 4299 4023 3925 3490 
summer fallow M 4329 4385 4576 4783 4652 4016 3826 3389 
H 3629 3712 4005 4287 42.83 4284 4190 3388 
(a) Colorado state part L 999 1026 1032 980 941 941 937 916 
(S tudy Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 986 1025 1000 986 941 937 937 916 
H 975 941 97 1 93 1 933 929 916 
(b) Kansas state part L 3135 3160 3386 3174 2832 2556 2556 2574 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 2817 2834 3050 327 1 3185 2553 2.457 2473 
H 2150 2211 2538 2790 2826 2825 2829 
(c) Nebraska state part L 526 526 526 526 526 432 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 526 526 526 526 52.6 526 432 0 
H 526 526 526 526 526 526 432 0 
6. Central Plains transitional L 6350 6615 6469 6380 6177 5797 5797 4947 
winter wheat M 6135 6344 6473 6380 6177 5797 5797 4947 
H 5797 5847 611 2 6068 6163 5797 5797 4947 
(a) Kansas state part L 4225 42.83 4279 4254 4254 4009 4009 3453 
(S tudy Area 3) M 4339 4283 4254 4254 4009 4009 3453 
H 4336 4336 4336 4258 4258 4009 4009 3453 
(b) Nebraska st.ate part L 294 294 294 294 294 294 294 0 
(Study Areas & 6) M 294 294 294 294 294 294 294 0 
H 294 294 294 294 294 294 294 0 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 1831 2038 1896 1832 1629 1494 1494 1494 
(Study Area 2) M 1578 1711 1896 1832 1629 1494 1494 1494 
H 1167 1217 1482 1516 · 1611 1494 1494 1494 
7. Central Plains continuous L 6273 6252 6330 6233 5663 5663 5663 5471 
winter wheat M 5602 6148 6330 6229 5995 5639 5639 5422 
H 5574 5577 6180 6229 5995 5639 5639 5428 
Appendix Table 15. Net beef production for specified assumed wheat prices, IO subregions (continued) . 
Feed 
I Su Subregionsand I 
grai n Ass um ed Kansas Ci ly wheat price ($/ bu) 
price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( 1000 cwt ) 
(a) Kansas sea te par t L 3854 3830 3757 3798 3475 3475 3475 3283 
(S tudy Arca 2) M 3774 3774 3757 3794 3807 3451 3451 3234 
H 3815 3815 3815 3794 3807 3451 3451 3240 
(b) Ok lahoma state pa rt L 2419 2422 2573 2435 2188 2188 2188 2188 
(Study Area 3) M 1828 2374 2573 2435 2188 2188 2.188 2188 
H 1759 ]762 2365 2435 2188 2188 2188 2188 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 1270 1147 1169 997 1818 1680 1612 1609 
wheat-sorghum M 1319 1305 12 15 1223 1101 1680 1607 1609 
H 1260 1298 1258 1212 1209 1026 73 1 1608 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 761 751 773 773 783 645 577 574 
(S tud y Area 1) M 717 749 749 771 779 645 572 574 
H 658 696 702 735 757 574 574 573 
(b) Texas state part L 509 396 396 224 1035 1035 1035 1035 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 602 556 466 452 322 l035 1035 1035 
H 602 602 556 477 452 452 157 1035 
9. Northwest whi te whea t L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 subregions L 30955 29206 27677 25378 23339 22267 20479 
M 26898 28707 27235 26358 23392 22766 21948 20329 
H 23559 23411 24054 24302 23109 22705 21596 20274 
Appendix Table 16. Net returns to operator, labor, land and overhead at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I I 
grai n Ass umed Kansas Ci ty wheat price ($/bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I I I state parts Jevel 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
( 1000 dollars) 
I . Montana winter wheat L 9111 36581 63789 91802 11 9807 147841 175875 2880 13 
(Stud y Areas 1 & 3) M 18675 36581 63789 91802 119807 14784 1 175875 2880 13 
H 25699 38666 63789 91802 119807 14784 1 175875 288013 
2. Northern Plai ns spring· wheat- L 34858 90205 130766 171044 204665 252917 358230 
summ er fa llow M 35297 55454 90205 130766 171044 204665 252917 358230 
H 53597 61751 90205 130766 171044 204665 252917 358230 
(a) Montana state part L 3799 12077 20846 30492 40292 49064 58718 98025 
(Stud y Area 2) M 3799 12077 20846 30492 40292 49064 58718 98025 
H 5706 12077 20846 30492 40292 58718 98025 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 31059 43377 69359 100274 130752 155601 194199 260205 
(Study Areas A & B) M 31498 43377 69359 100274 130752 155601 194 199 260205 
H 47891 49674 69359 100274 130752 15560 1 194 199 260205 
3. Northern Plains spring· wh eat- L 151754 174282 213715 269695 334504 399563 465618 592907 
flax M 165098 175389 213788 270033 335365 400172 466200 593458 
H 216441 216676 225787 278624 343036 410729 4764 19 598993 
(a) N. Dakota sta te part L 96333 113297 145823 192020 244258 295227 346450 413425 
(S tudy Areas D, E & G) M 106843 113499 145823 192020 244258 295227 346450 413425 
H 141175 141 175 147932 192518 244258 295227 346450 413425 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 55421 60985 67892 77675 90246 104336 119168 
(S tud y Areas l a, lb, 5 & 6) M 58255 61890 67965 780 13 91107 104945 11 9750 180033 
H 752.66 7550 1 77855 86 106 98778 115502 129969 185568 
4. South Dakota mi xed spring L 16777 20264 25505 31408 36902 43602 73954 
and winter wheat M 18465 20850 25532 3144 1 375 12 43628 49695 73977 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 26745 27892 30251 33095 377 18 43681 4976 1 
Appendix Table 16. Net returns to operator, labor, land and overhead at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed
I 
Subregions and I 
grain Assu med Kansas C ity whea t p rice ($/ bu) 
price 
I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 !.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( !000 dollars) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 153696 177837 213195 257 166 304995 355095 405933 609985 
su rnrner fallow M 185369 200639 264645 30833 1 356418 407060 634475 
H 2594 12 266062 278318 299397 330463 369226 412509 646453 
(a) Co lorado state part L 42052 51889 63920 76877 90860 105168 11 9493 208609 
(S tudy Areas l , 3, 4 & 5) M 48432 55204 65675 78003 90993 105201 11 9526 208609 
H 63214 66882 73638 82 162 93737 106704 119858 208611 
(b) Kansas state part L 96806 106043 12273 1 145940 17173 1 199566 228018 309291 
(Stud y Areas 4 & 6) M 117218 123938 134295 151910 174934 200856 229 112 333781 
H 165908 168457 172406 180105 192632 211397 234229 345757 
(c) Nebraska state part L 14838 19905 26544 34339 42404 50361 58422 92085 
(Stud y Areas l , 3 & 4) M 197 19 21497 27702 34732 42404 50361 58422 92085 
H 30290 30723 32274 37130 44094 511 25 58422 92085 
6. Centra l Plains transitional L 118528 140682 172443 207540 243699 279933 31704 1 467749 
winter wheat M 142474 147900 175504 208088 243913 280602 317708 468130 
H 196437 197151 200736 215609 248333 283277 319765 468880 
(a) Kansas state part L 87288 103980 129242 155 186 180756 206078 232103 337501 
(Study Area 3) M 10764 I 108475 129976 155400 180970 206747 232770 337882 
H 148440 148440 157751 183185 208802 234827 338632 
(b) Nebraska state part L 10474 12703 14888 19079 2397 1 28796 33691 54045 
(S tud y Areas 5 & 6) M 12790 15019 17215 1941 3 2397 1 28796 3369 1 54045 
H 197 13 20019 21684 23880 261 IO 29416 33691 54045 
(c) Oklahoma sta te part L 20766 23999 283 13 33275 38972 45059 51247 76203 
(Study Area 2) M 22043 24406 283 13 33275 38972 45059 51247 76203 
H 28284 28692 30612 33978 39038 45059 51247 76203 
7. Cen tra l P lains con tinuous L 168976 188206 240506 295975 353876 410988 468576 658774 
winter wheat M 202692 205867 241037 296345 354320 411147 468734 658938 
H 272 177 275868 279501 298223 355531 412131 469718 700737 
Appendix Table 16. Net returns to operator, labor, land and overhead at specified assumed wheat prices, IO subregions (continued) . 
Feed 
I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
(I 000 dollars) 
(a) Kansas state part L 130983 143230 180968 2.20517 260685 301161 342113 4652ll 
(Study Area 2) M 160862 160862 220887 261629 301320 342271 465375 
H 219530 219530 219530 222765 262340 302304 343255 507174 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 37993 44976 59538 75458 93191 109827 126463 193563 
(Study Area 3) M 41830 45005 59538 75458 93 191 109827 126463 193563 
H 52647 56338 59971 75458 93 191 109827 126463 193563 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 93818 100116 112033 124616 160816 196414 2325 14 377840 
wheat-sorghum M 1175 13 122325 130733 143332 162340 1964 14 377840 
H 170427 172546 176307 183701 200652 2.15714 238472 377846 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 16095 19054 22 165 25364 28748 32198 36151 51816 
(Study Area I) M 16612 19903 22300 28762 32198 36151 51816 
H 18348 20467 22959 25841 32453 36253 51822 
(b) Texas state part L 77723 81062 89868 99252 132068 1642 16 196363 326024 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 100901 102422 108433 117938 133578 164216 196363 326024 
H 152079 152079 153348 157860 171668 1832.6 1 202219 326024 
9. Northwest white wheat L 71151 94828 111438 166153 205182 24 1742 279705 434095 
M 85731 107793 114362 166153 205182 241742 279705 434095 
H 112483 125355 138862 168044 205182 241742 279705 434095 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 6918 8340 13335 18 150 24459 29448 34631 60188 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 9195 9195 13335 18150 24459 29448 34631 60188 
H 13656 13810 13335 18150 24459 29448 34631 60188 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 64233 86488 98103 148003 180723 212294 245074 373907 
(Study Areas I , 2, 3, 4, 5, M 76536 98598 101027 148003 180723 2.12294 245074 373907 
5.1, 6, 6.1, 7. 8 & 9) H 98827 I 11545 125527 149894 180723 212294 245074 373907 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 6672 10319 14 173 18111 22115 26186 30258 46676 
winter wheat M 7526 11000 14751 18610 22555 30613 46936 
H 9195 12794 15857 19568 23398 27314 31295 47432 
Total JO subregions L 825341 998.569 1257002 1592532 1952940 2306029 2678 101 3908223 
M 978840 1083798 1297373 162 1215 1960869 2309190 2681021 3934092 
H 1342613 1394761 1499613 1718829 2035 164 2356320 2706436 3994721 
Appendix Table 17. Net returns per acre to operator labor, land and overhead for speci fi ed assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas C ity wheat pr ice 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I state parts leve l 1.00 1.25 1.50 I.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 I 3.50 
(Dollars/ acre) 
I. Montana winter wheat L .69 2.76 4 .8 1 6.93 9.04 11.15 13.27 21.73 
(S tudy Areas I & 3) M 1.41 2.76 4.81 6.93 9.04 11.1 5 13.27 21.73 
H 1.94 2.92 4.81 6.93 9.04 11.15 13.27 21.73 
2. Northern Plains spring whea t- L 1.56 2.49 4.05 5.87 7.68 9.19 11.35 16.08 
summ er fa llow M 1.58 2.49 4.05 5.87 7.68 9.19 11.35 16.08 
H 2.41 2.77 4.05 5.87 7.68 9.19 11 .35 16.08 
(a) Montana state part L .50 1.58 2.73 3.99 5.28 6.43 7.69 12..84 
(Stud y Area 2) M .50 1.58 2.73 3.99 5.28 6.43 7.69 12.84 
H .75 1.58 2.73 3.99 5.28 6.43 7.69 12.84 
(b) North Dakota state pa rt L 2.1 2 2.96 4.73 6.84 8.93 10.62 13.26 17.76 
(Study Areas A & B) M 2. 15 2.96 4.73 6.84 8.93 10.62 13.26 17.76 
H 3.27 3.39 4.73 6.84 8.93 10.62 13.26 17.76 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 6.85 7.87 9.65 12.18 15.10 18.04 21.02 26.77 
flax M 7.45 7.92 9.65 12.19 18.07 21.05 26.79 
H 9.77 9.78 10.19 12.58 15.48 18.54 21.5 1 27.04 
(a) North Dakota state part L 6.29 7.40 9.53 12.55 15.96 19.29 22.64 27.01 
(Study Areas D, E & C) M 6.98 7.42. 9.53 12.55 15.96 19.29 22.64 27.01 
H 9.22 9.22 9.67 12.58 15.96 19.29 22 .64 27 .01 
(b) South Dakota state part L 8.10 8.91 9.92 11.35 13. 19 15.24 17.41 26.22 
(S tudy Areas l a, lb, 5 & 6) M 8.51 9.04 9.93 11 .40 13.31 15.33 17 .50 26.30 
H 11.00 11.03 11.38 12.58 14.43 16.88 18.99 27 .11 
4. South Dako ta mixed spring L 4.46 5.39 6.78 8.35 9.82 11.60 13.21 19.67 
and winter wheat M 4.91 5.55 6.79 8.36 9.98 I 1.61 13.22. 19.68 
(Stud y Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 7. 11 8.05 8.80 10.03 11.62 13.24 19.70 




g rain Ass um ed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Subregions and pri ce 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 I. 75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 
(Doll ars/ acre) 
5. Central Plains win ter wheat- L 6.00 6.94 8.32 10.04 I 1.9 1 13.86 15.85 23 .81 
summer fa llow M 7.24 7.83 8.89 10.33 12.04 13.91 15.89 24.77 
H 10.13 10.39 10.87 11.69 12.90 16.10 25.24 
(a) Colorado sta te part L 4.21 5.20 6.40 7.70 9.10 10.53 20.89 
(S tudy Areas l , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 4.85 5.53 6.58 7.8 1 9 .1 1 10.53 11 .97 20.89 
H 6.33 6.70 7.37 8.23 9.39 10.68 12.00 20.89 
(b) Kansas state p art L 8.33 9.12 10.56 12 .. 14.77 17.J 7 19.61 26.61 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 10.08 10.66 ll.55 13.07 15.05 17.28 19.7 1 28.71 
H 14.27 14.49 14.83 15.49 16.57 JS.J S 20.15 29 .74 
(c) Nebraska state part L 3.70 4.97 6.63 8.57 I 0.59 12.57 14.58 22 .99 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 4.92 5.37 6.92 8.67 12.57 14.58 22.99 
H 7.56 7.67 8.06 9.27 11.01 12.76 14.58 22 .99 
6. Central Plains transitional L 7.09 8.42 10.32 12.42 14.59 16.75 18.97 27.99 
winter wh eat M 8.53 8.85 10.50 12.45 14.60 16.79 19.01 28.02 
H 11.76 11.08 12.0 1 12.90 19.14 28.06 
(a) Kansas state part L 7.24 8.63 10.73 12.88 15.00 17.10 19.26 28.01 
(S tudy Area 3) M 8.93 9.00 10.79 12.90 15.02 17.16 19.32 28.04 
H 12.32 12.32 12.32 13.09 15.20 17.33 I 9.49 28.10 
(b) Nebraska state par t L 6.21 7.53 8.83 11.32 17.08 19.98 32.06 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 7.59 8.9 1 10.21 11 .51 14.22 17.08 19.98 32.06 
H l 1.69 I I .87 12.86 14. ]6 l 7.45 19.98 32 .06 
(c) Oklahom a sta te part L 6.98 8.07 9.52 11.1 9 13. 10 17.23 25.62 
(S tudy A rea 2) M 7.4 1 8.21 9.52 11. 19 13.10 17.23 25.62 
H 9.5 1 9.65 10.29 11 .43 13. 13 
7. Central Pla ins continuous L 12.20 13.58 17.36 2 1.36 33.82 
winter whea t M 14.63 14.86 17.40 2 1.39 29.67 33.83 47 .56 
H 19.64 19.91 20.17 21.52 25.66 29.74 33 .90 50.57 




grain Assumed Kansas City wheat pri ce ($/ bu) 
Su brcgions and price 
I I I I I slate parts level 1.00 J.75 2.00 2.25 I I 
( Dollars/ acre) 
(a) Kansas state part L 12.54 13.7 1 17.32 21.11 24.95 28.83 32 .75 44.53 
(S tud y Area 2) M 15.40 15.40 17.37 21.14 25 .04 28.84 32.76 44.55 
H 2 1.01 21.01 21.0 1 21.32 25. 11 28.94 32 .. 86 48.55 
(b) Ok lahoma state part L 11.14 13.19 17.46 22.13 27.33 32.2 1 37.09 56.76 
(Study Area 3) M 12.27 13.20 17.46 22.13 27.33 32 .2 1 37 .09 56.76 
H 15.44 16.52 17.59 22.13 27 .33 32.21 37.09 56.76 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 17.19 18.34 20.53 22.83 29.46 35.99 42.60 69.23 
wheat-sorghum M 22.41 23.95 26.26 29 .74 35 .99 42.60 69.23 
H 31.23 31.61 32.30 33.66 36.76 39.52 43.69 69.23 
(a) Oklahoma sta te part L 6.69 7.92 9.22 10.55 11 .95 13.39 15.03 21.55 
(Study Area I) M 6.91 8.28 9.27 10.56 11.96 13.39 15.03 21.55 
H 7.63 8.51 9.55 10.74 12.05 13.49 15.07 21.55 
(b) Texas sta te part L 25.46 26.55 29.44 32 .51 43.26 53.79 64.32 106.79 
(Stud y Area 5) M 33.05 33.55 35.52 38.63 43.75 53.79 64 .32 106.79 
H 49.81 49.81 50.23 51.71 56.23 60.03 66.24 106.79 
9. Northwest white wh eat L 5.70 7.59 8.92 13.3 1 16.43 19.36 22.40 34.76 
M 6.87 8.63 9.16 13.31 16.43 19.36 22.40 34.76 
H 9.01 10.04 11.12 13.46 16.43 19.36 22.40 34.76 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 2.47 2.97 4.75 6.47 8.72 10.50 12.35 2 1.46 
(S tud y Areas I , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 3.28 3.28 4.75 6.47 8.72 10.50 12.35 2 1.46 
H 4.87 4.92 4.75 6.47 8.72 10.50 12.35 2 1.46 
(b) Washington-Northern Idah o L 6.63 8.93 10.13 15.28 18.66 21.92 25.3 1 38.6 1 
(S tudy Areas 1-9) M 7.90 10 .1 8 10.43 15.28 18.66 21.92 25.3 1 38.61 
H 10.21 11.52 12.96 15.48 18.66 21.92 25.31 38.61 
10. South east Idaho h ard L 3.38 5.23 7.18 9.18 11.20 13.27 15.33 23 .65 
winter wheat M 3.8 1 5.57 7.47 9.43 11.43 13.46 15.5 1 23 .78 
H 4.66 6.48 8.03 9.91 11.85 13.84 15.85 24.03 
IO subregions L 6.00 7.26 9.14 11.58 14.20 16.76 19.47 28.41 
M 7.12 7.88 9.43 11.79 14.26 16.79 19.49 28.60 
H 9.76 10.14 10.90 12.50 14.80 17.13 19.68 29.04 
Appendix Table 18. Estimated net returns to land" at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I 




I I I I I state parts level 1.00 I I. 75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
( 1000 doll ars ) 
I. Montana winter wheat L - 16338 6138 33564 61245 89386 117420 145454 257592 
(S tud y A reas I & 3) M 6774 6138 33564 61245 89386 11 7420 145454 257592 
H 2520 8357 33564 61245 89386 117420 145454 257592 
2. Northern Plains sp ri ng wheat- L - 33073 - 23807 184 18 98705 139234 188462 293939 
summer fallow M - 32808 - 23807 18418 58439 98939 139468 188696 293939 
H - 16080 - 13006 184 18 58439 98939 139468 188696 293939 
(a) Monta na state part L -4356 - 4156 3069 12789 22355 311 27 40781 80258 
(Study Area 2) M - 4372 -4156 3069 12789 22589 31361 41015 80258 
H - 7109 3069 12789 22589 3136 1 41015 80258 
(b) North Dakota state part L - 287 17 - 19651 15349 45650 76350 108107 147681 213681 
(S tudy Areas A & M - 28436 - 1965 1 15349 45650 76350 108107 147681 213681 
H 897 1 ' 8850 15349 45650 76350 108 107 147681 213681 
3. Northern P lains spring wheat- L 7932 32886 79185 146093 22 1200 286955 354182 484749 
flax M 28650 34087 79196 146783 219409 287052 354256 485240 
H 86283 86448 97589 156290 226254 294067 3611 81 487673 
(a) North Dakota state part L 527 I 23409 60877 11 3990 169726 220605 272942 342259 
(Stud y Areas D , E & C) M 16587 23611 60793 11 3990 169726 220605 272942 342259 
H 55757 55757 64826 113906 169726 220605 342259 
(b) South Dakota sta te part L 266 1 9477 18308 32 103 51474 66350 81240 142490 
(S tudv Areas la, l b, 5 & 6) M 12063 18403 32793 49683 66447 81314 142981 
H 30526 3069 1 32763 42384 56528 73462 88239 145414 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L - 3973 4192 10787 17 160 22698 29454 35526 60342 
and winter whea t M - 1663 3552 11028 17139 23308 29480 35557 60365 
(S tudy Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 6929 9400 13481 16707 29485 35577 60432 
Appendix T able 18. Estimated net returns to land a t specified assumed wheat p1·ices, IO subregions (continu ed). 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City w heat price (S / bu) 
Su bregions and p rice 
I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
( doll ars) 
5. Central P lains winte r wheat- L 67991 100288 136082 181423 23 1910 283372 335326 543198 
summer fallow M 98102 11 9966 1501 89 187606 233288 284691 336415 567628 
H 172365 181799 195619 220488 255040 294275 339830 579586 
(a) Colorado state pa rt L 15719 30628 43565 57326 72 189 86487 100920 189790 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 20003 31905 57700 72006 86520 100953 189790 
H 32713 37879 47463 60043 74008 87 163 10074 1 189742 
(b) Kansas sta te part L 65 122 81938 105169 132728 161935 190387 27 1590 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 75519 83071 94026 1111 39 134289 16322 1 191443 296020 
H 128041 130336 132689 152903 171952 195070 308026 
(c) Nebraska sta te pa rt L - 1969 4538 10579 18928 26993 34950 44019 81818 
(Stud y Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 2580 4990 11737 18767 26993 34950 44019 81818 
H 11611 13584 15467 20101 28129 35160 44019 81818 
00 
6. Central Plains transitiona l L 301 81 56347 88808 123641 160074 198 102 235210 392694 
winter whea t M 54165 57921 91125 124181 160288 198771 235877 393075 
H 106178 108134 I 12275 132124 164504 200980 237934 393825 
(a) Ka nsas state part L 19727 41327 66867 92881 11 8451 145385 1714!0 280930 
(Study Area 3) M 39666 39374 67323 93095 118665 146054 172077 281311 
H 80555 80555 80555 95 184 1206 18 148 109 174134 282061 
(b) Nebraska state pa rt L 570 2799 5450 9183 14075 18900 23795 46803 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 2886 5ll5 73 11 9509 18900 23795 46803 
H 6817 8541 11780 13976 16206 19054 23795 46803 
(c) Oklahoma sta te pa rt L 9884 12221 21577 27548 33817 40005 64961 
(Study A rea 2) M 11613 13432 16491 21577 27548 338 17 40005 64961 
H 18806 19038 19940 22964 27680 33817 40005 
7. Central P lains continuous L 74049 92355 I 201006 26.1325 318437 376025 567387 
winter wheat M !09585 108952 145872 201 376 259791 318462 376049 567567 
H 179406 183089 185250 203254 260502 319446 377033 609366 
(a) Kansas sta te pa rt L 57470 71273 109251 190778 23 1254 272206 396468 
(Stud y Area 2) M 87569 87569 109782. 189244 23 1279 272230 396648 
H 14601 7 146017 1478 13 150954 189955 232263 2732 14 438447 
Appendix Table 18. Estimatecl net returns to land• at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I 




I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 
( 1000 dollars) 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 16579 21082 36090 52300 70547 87 183 103819 170919 
(S tud y Area 3) M 22016 21383 36090 52300 70547 87 183 103819 170919 
H 33389 37072 37437 52300 70547 87 183 1038 19 170919 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 48897 55 181 67014 79597 115779 151537 187621 332949 
wheat-sorghum M 72248 77396 85804 98347 117311 151537 187617 332949 
H 125290 127279 131424 138766 155711 170825 193583 332947 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 10744 13689 16716 1991 5 23281 26891 30828 46495 
(Study Area I) M 11309 14544 16941 19949 23303 26891 30824 46495 
H 13173 15162 17646 20476 23613 27134 30934 46493 
(b) Texas state part L 38153 41492 50298 59682 92498 124646 156793 286454 
(S tudy Area 5) M 60939 62852 68863 73598 124646 156793 286454 
H 112117 112117 113778 118290 132098 143691 162.649 286454 
9. Northwest white wheat L 49879 73718 90452 145043 184108 220668 25863 1 412985 
M 64443 86577 93256 145043 184108 220668 258631 412985 
H 91205 104067 117572 146954 220668 258631 412985 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 4082. 5504 10499 15314 21623 26612 31795 57352 
(Study Areas l-5) M 6359 6359 10499 15314 21623 26612 31795 57352 
H 10820 10974 10499 153 14 21623 26612 31795 57352 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 45797 68214 79953 129729 194056 2.26836 355633 
(Study Areas J- 9) M 58084 80218 82757 129729 162485 194056 226836 355633 
H 80385 93093 l07073 131640 162485 194056 226836 355633 
JO. Southeast Idaho hard L 2360 6037 9909 13859 17873 21932 26022 42456 
winter wheat M 3194 67 18 10487 14358 183 13 22325 26377 427 16 
H 4863 85 12 11593 15316 195 16 23078 27059 432 12 
Total JO subregions L 227905 403335 679560 1027504 1403058 1767 111 2142459 3388291 
M 389142 477500 718939 1054485 1769874 2144929 3414056 
H 753919 804075 916785 1149583 1476060 1809712 2164978 3471 557 
Operator labor charged at $2 per hour in all areas and overhead charged at $1000 pe r representative farm in all areas except the T exas state part of 
Subregion 8 where $4000 pe r representative farm was charged . 
Appendix Table 19. Estimated net returns per acre to land at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I Subregions and I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($ / bu) 
price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I. 75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
(Dollars/ acre) 
I. Montana winter wheat L - 1.23 0.46 2.53 4.62 6.74 8.86 10.97 19.44 
(Study Areas 1 & 3) M - 0.51 0.46 2.53 4.62 6.74 8.86 10 .97 19.44 
H - 0. 19 0.63 2.53 4.62 6.74 8.86 10.97 19.44 
2. Northern Plains spring wh ea t- L - 1.48 - 1.07 0.83 2.62 4.43 6.25 8.46 13.19 
summer fallow M - 1.47 - 1.07 0.83 2.62 4.44 6.26 8.47 13.19 
H - 0.72 - 0.58 0.83 2.62 4.44 6.26 8.47 13.19 
(a) Montana state part L - 0.57 - 0 .54 0.40 1.68 2 .93 4.08 5.34 10.51 
(Study Area 2) M - 0.57 - 0 .54 0.40 1.68 2.96 4.11 5.37 10.51 
H - 0.93 -0.54 0.40 1.68 2 .96 4. 11 5 .37 10.51 
(b) North Dakota state part L - 1.96 - 1.34 1.05 3.12 5.21 7.38 10.08 14.59 
(Study Areas A & B) M - 1.94 1.05 3.1 2 5.21 7 .38 10 .08 14.59 
H - 0.61 -0.60 1.05 3.12 5.21 7.38 10.08 14.59 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 0.36 1.49 3.58 6.60 9.99 12.96 15.99 21.89 
flax M 1.29 1.54 3.58 6.63 9.91 12.96 15 .99 21.91 
H 3.90 3.90 4.4 1 7.06 10.26 13.28 16.31 22.02 
(a) North Dakota state part L 0.34 1.53 3.98 7.45 11.09 14.41 17.83 22.36 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 1.08 1.54 3.97 11.09 14.41 17.83 22 .36 
H 3.64 3.64 4.24 7.44 11 .09 14.41 17.83 22.36 
(b) South Dakota sta te part L 0.39 1.38 2.67 4.69 7.52 9.69 11.87 20.82 
(S tudy A rcas I a, I b , 5 & 6) M 1.76 1.53 2.69 4.79 7 .26 9.7 1 11.88 20.89 
H 4.46 4.48 4.79 6. 19 8.26 10.73 12.89 21.25 
4. South Dako ta mixed spring L - 1.06 1.1 2 2.87 7.84 16.05 
and winter wheat M -0.44 0.94 2.93 6.20 7.84 9.46 16.06 
(S tudy Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 1.84 3.59 4 .44 5.98 7.84 9 .46 16.08 
5. Centra l P lains winter wheat- L 3.92 5.3 1 7.08 9.05 1.06 13.09 21.21 
summer fallow M 3.83 4 .68 5 .86 7.32 9. 11 11.11 13.13 22.16 
H G.73 7. 10 8.61 I 1.49 13.27 22 .63 
Appendix Table 19. Estimated net returns per acre to land at specified assumed wheat prices, IO subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I 




I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 2.25 2.50 I 3.50 
(Dollars/ acre) 
(a) Colorado state part L 1.57 3.07 4.36 5.74 7.23 8.66 10.11 19.00 
(Study Areas J, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 2.00 3.19 4.45 5.78 7.21 8.66 10.ll 19.00 
H 3.28 3.79 4.75 6.01 7.41 8.73 10.09 19.00 
(b) Kansas state part L 4.67 5.60 7.05 9.05 11.42 13.93 16.38 23.36 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 6.50 7.15 8.09 9.56 16.47 25.46 
H 11.01 11.21 11.41 12.07 13.15 14.79 16.78 26.50 
(c) Nebraska state part L - 0.49 1.13 2.64 4.72 6.74 8.72 10.99 20.42 
(Study Areas I, 2 , 3 & 4) M 0.64 1.25 2.93 4.68 6.74 8.72 10.99 
H 2.90 3.39 3.86 5.02 7.02 8.78 10.99 20.42 
6. Central Plains transitional L 1.81 3.37 5.32 7.40 9.58 11.86 14.08 23 .50 
winter wheat M 3.24 3.47 5.45 7.43 9.59 11.90 14.12 23.53 
H 6.35 6.47 6.72 7.91 9.85 12.03 23.57 
(a) Kansas state part L 1.64 3.43 5.55 7.71 9.83 12.07 14.23 23.31 
(Study Area 3) M 3.29 3.27 5.59 7.73 9.85 12.12 14.28 23.35 
H 6.69 6.69 6.69 7.90 10.01 12.29 14.45 23.41 
(b) Nebraska state part L 0.34 1.66 3.23 5.45 8.35 11.21 14.11 27.76 
(Study Areas & 6) M 1..71 3.03 4.34 -5 .64 8.35 I 1.21 14.11 27.76 
H 4.04 5.07 6.99 8.29 9.61 11.30 14.11 27.76 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 3.32 4.11 5.55 7.26 9.26 11.37 13.45 21.84 
(Study Area 2) M 3.90 4.52 5.55 7.26 9.26 11.37 13.45 21.84 
H 6.32 6.40 6.70 7.72 9.31 11.37 13.45 21.84 
7. Central Plains continuous L 5.34 6.67 10.49 I 4.51 18.86 22.98 27.14 40.95 
winter wheat M 7.91 7.86 10.53 14.53 18.75 22.98 27.14 40.96 
H 12.95 13.21 13.37 14.67 18.80 23.05 27.21 43.98 
(a) Kansas state part L 5.50 6.82 10.46 14.23 18.26 22.14 26.06 37.95 
(Study Area 2) M 8.38 8.38 10.51 14.27 18.11 26.06 37.97 
H 13.98 13.98 14.15 14.45 18.18 22.23 26.15 41.97 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 4.86 6.18 10.58 15.34 20.69 25.57 30.45 50.12 
(Study Area 3) M 6.46 10.58 15.34 20.69 25.57 30.45 50.12 
H 9.79 10.87 10.98 15.34 20.69 25.57 30.45 50.12 
Appendix Table 19. Estimated net returns per acre to land at specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I gra in Assumed Ka nsas City wheat pr ice ($ / bu) S11 brcgions and price I I I I slate pa rts leve l 1.00 1. 25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 
(Doll a rs/ acre) 
8. South ern High P lai ns winter L 8.96 10.11 12.28 21.2 I 27.76 34.38 61.00 
wheat-sorg·hum M 13.24 14.18 15.72 18.01 2 1 27 .76 34.38 
H 22.96 23.32 24.08 25.42 28 .53 31.30 35.47 61.00 
(a) Oklahoma state pa rt L 4.47 5.69 6.95 8.28 9.68 J 1.1 8 12.82 19.33 
(Study Area I) M 4.70 6.05 7.04 8.29 9.69 11.18 12.82 19.33 
H 5.48 6.30 7.34 8.5 1 9.82 11.28 12.86 19.33 
(b) T exas state part L 12.50 13.59 16.48 19.55 30.30 40.83 93 .83 
(Study Arca 5) M 19.96 20.59 22.56 24. 11 30.79 40.83 51.36 93 .83 
H 36.72 36.72 37.27 38.75 43.27 47.07 53 .28 93.83 
9. Northwest white wheat L 3.99 5.90 7.24 11.6 1 14.74 17.67 20.7 1 33.07 
M 5.16 7.47 11.6 1 14.74 17.67 20.71 33.07 
H 7.30 8.33 9.42 11.77 14.74 17.67 20.71 33 .07 
(a) North ccntra l Oregon L 1.46 1.96 3.74 5 .46 7.7 I 9.49 11.34 20.45 
(S tud y Areas 1- 5) M 2.27 2.27 3.74 7.7 1 9.49 11.34 20 .45 
H 3.86 3.9 1 3.74 5.46 7.7 l 9.49 11.34 20.45 
(b) Washington- North ern Id aho L 4 .73 7.04 8.26 16.78 20.04 23.43 36 .73 
(Stud y Areas 1- 9) M 6.00 8.28 8.55 13.40 16.78 20.04 23 .43 36.73 
H 8.30 9.61 11.06 13.59 16.78 20 .04 23.43 36.73 
10. South eas t Idaho h a rd L 1.20 3.06 5.02 7.02 9.05 I 1. 11 13.18 21.51 
winter whea t M 1.62 5.31 7.27 9.28 11.31 13.36 21.64 
H 4.3 1 5.87 7.76 9.89 11.69 13.7 1 2 1.89 
10 subregions L 2.93 4.9-1 7.47 10.20 12.85 15.58 24 .62 
3.47 5.23 7.67 10.2 1 12.87 15.59 24.82 
H 5.85 6.67 8.36 10.73 13. J 15.74 25 .24 
Appendix Table 20. Estimated capitalized land values (4%) at specified wheat 
prices and feed grain price levels, 10 subregions. 
Feed Assumed Kansas City wheat price 
gra in ($/bu ) 
Subregions and price 
state parts level 1.50 I.75 2.00 
I. Montana winter wheat L 63.25 115.50 168.50 
(Study Areas 1 and 3) M 63.25 115.50 168.50 
H 63.25 115.50 168.50 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 20.75 65.50 110.75 
summer fallow M 20.75 65.50 111.00 
H 20.75 65.50 111.00 
a. Montana state part L 10.00 42.00 73.25 
(Study Area 2) M 10.00 42.00 74.00 
H J0 .00 42.00 74.00 
b. North Dakota state part L 26.25 78.00 130.25 
(Study Areas A and B) M 26.25 78.00 130.25 
H 26.25 78.00 130.2.5 
3. Northern P lains spring wheat- L 89.50 165.00 249.75 
flax M 89.50 165.75 247 .75 
H I 10.25 176.50 256.50 
a. North Dakota state part L 99.50 186.2.5 277 .25 
(Study Areas A and B) M 99 .25 186.2.5 277.25 
H 106.00 186.00 277 .25 
b. South Dakota state part L 66.75 117.25 188.00 
(Study Areas la, lb, 5 and 6) M 67 .25 119.75 181.50 
H 119.75 154.75 205 .50 
4. South Dakota mixed spring and L 71.75 114.2.5 151.00 
winter wheat M 73 .25 114.00 155.00 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 and 4) H 89.75 111.00 149.50 
5. Central P lains winter wheat- L 132.75 177 .00 226.25 
summer fallow M 146.50 183.00 227 .75 
H 191.00 215.25 249.00 
a . Co lorado state part L 109.00 143.50 180.75 
(Stud y Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) M 111.25 144.50 180.25 
H 118.75 150.25 185.25 
b. Kansas state part L 176.25 285.50 
(Study Areas 4 and 6) M 202.25 239 .00 288.75 
H 2.85.25 301.75 328.75 
c. Nebraska state part L 66.00 118.00 168.50 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 and M 73.25 117.00 168.50 
H 96.50 125.50 175.50 
6. Central Plains transitional L 133.00 185.00 239.50 
winter wheat M 136.2.5 185.75 239.75 
H 168.00 197.75 246.2.5 
a. Kansas state pa rt L 138.75 192.75 245.75 
(Study Areas 3) M 139.75 193.25 246.25 
H 167.25 197.50 250.25 
b. Nebraska state part L 80.75 136.2.5 208.75 
(S tud y Areas 5 and 6) M 108.50 141.00 208 .75 
H 174.75 2.07.25 240.25 
C. Oklahoma state part L 138.75 181.50 231.50 
(Study Area 2) M 138.75 181.50 231.50 
H 167.50 193.00 232.75 
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Appendix Table 20. Estimated capitalized land values (4%) at specified wheat 
prices and feed grain price levels, IO subregions (continued) . 
Feed Assumed Kansas City wheat price 
grain (S/ bu ) 
Subregions and pnce 
state parts level 2.GO 
7. Central Plains continuous L 262.25 361.50 47 1.50 
winter wheat M 263.25 363.25 468.75 
H 334.25 366.75 470.00 
a. Kansas state part L 261.50 355.75 456.50 
(Study Area 2) M 262 .75 356.75 452.75 
H 353.75 361.25 454.50 
b. Oklahoma state part L 264.50 383.50 517.25 
(Study Area 3) M 264.50 383.50 517.25 
H 274.50 383.50 517.25 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 307.00 364.50 530.25 
wheat-sorghum M 393.00 450.25 537.25 
H 602.00 635.50 713.25 
a. Oklahoma sta te part L 173.75 207 .00 242.00 
(Study Area I) M 176.00 207.25 242.25 
H 183.50 212.75 245.50 
b. Texas state part L 412.00 488.75 757.50 
(Study Area 5) M 564.00 602.75 769.75 
H 931.75 968.75 1081.75 
9. Northwest white wheat L 181.00 290.25 368.50 
M 186.75 290.25 368.50 
H 235.50 294.25 368.50 
a. North Central Oregon L 93.50 136.50 192.75 
(Study Areas 1-5) M 93.50 136.50 192.75 
H 93.50 136.50 192.75 
b. Washington-Northern Idaho L 206.50 335.00 419.50 
(Study Areas 1-9) M 213.75 335.00 419 .50 
H 276.50 339.75 419.50 
IO. Southeast Idaho hard L 125.50 175.50 226.25 
winter wheat M 132.75 181.75 232.00 
H 146.75 194.00 247.25 
10 subregions L 123.50 186.75 255.00 
M 130.75 191.75 255.25 
H 166.75 209.00 268.25 
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Appendix Table 22. Hired labor employed for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheal price ($/ bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2. 50 3.50 
( IO00 hours) 
1. Montana winter wheat L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas I & 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 1347 1016 839 899 899 526 545 545 
summer fallow M 1347 1016 839 899 899 526 545 545 
H 754 1063 839 899 899 526 545 545 
(a) Montana state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 1347 1016 839 899 899 526 545 545 
00 (Study Areas A & B) M 1347 1016 839 899 899 526 545 545 
H 754 !063 839 899 899 526 545 545 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 2152 2152 2086 1873 1731 1731 1727 1581 
flax M 2.311 2249 2005 1873 1731 1731 1727 1581 
H 2247 2247 2202 1840 1731 1731 1727 1581 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 2152 2152 2086 1873 1731 1731 1727 1581 
(Study Areas D, E & G) M 2.311 2249 2005 1873 1731 1731 1727 1581 
H 2247 2247 2202 1840 1731 173 1 1727 1581 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas la, lb, 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and winter wheat M 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 104 !04 95 61 0 0 0 0 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 7782 7324 6842 6226 6300 6309 6309 6631 
summer fallow M 7887 7380 7719 7459 6643 6303 5981 6297 
H 8359 8234 7876 7375 7336 7379 7359 6300 
Appendix Table 22. Hired labor employed for specified assumed wheat prices, JO subregions (continued) . 
Feed 
I Subregions and I 
grai n Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/bu) 
pri ce 
I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(l 000 hours) 
(a) Colorado state part L 90 92 74 74 74 74 74 73 
(Study Areas l , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 72 74 74 74 74 74 73 
H 209 99 90 91 74 74 74 73 
(b) Kansas state part L 7692 7232 6768 6152 6226 6235 6235 6558 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 7813 7308 7645 7385 6569 6229 5907 6224 
H 8059 8133 7786 7284 7262 7305 7285 6227 
(c) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 91 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Central Plains transitional L 498 682 729 732 732 777 777 959 
winter wheat M 853 592 682 732 732 777 777 959 
00 H 2420 2390 2276 687 687 777 777 959 
(a) Kansas state part L 497 682 729 732 732 777 777 959 
(Study Area 3) M 796 526 682 732 732 777 777 959 
H 2.186 2186 2186 687 687 777 777 959 
(b) Nebraska state part L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Oklahoma state part L l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 234 204 90 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Central Plains continuous L 942 207 0 0 0 0 0 0 
winter wheat M 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 60 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) Kansas state part L 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
(Study Area 2) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 942 207 0 0 () 0 0 0 
(S tudy Area 3) M 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 60 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Appendix Table Hired labor employed for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions 
Feed 
I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price (S / bu) 
Subregions and I 
price 
I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
(1000 hours) 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 2256 1900 1858 3680 4187 4174 4119 4116 
wheat-sorghum M 4066 4031 4000 533 1 4993 4130 4116 4116 
H 4193 4122 4108 4028 5530 5424 5687 4113 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 352 380 338 337 323 310 255 252 
(Study Area 1) M 418 383 383 339 328 266 252 252 
H 545 474 460 412 372 266 266 249 
(b) Texas state part L 1904 1520 1520 3343 3864 3864 3864 3864 
(Study Areas Sa & Sb) M 3648 3648 3617 4992 4665 3864 3864 3864 
H 3648 3648 3648 3616 5158 5158 5421 3864 
9. Northwest white wheat L 1044 1007 962 991 985 985 991 991 
M 1048 1031 1006 991 985 985 991 991 
H 1047 1048 1038 1008 985 985 991 991 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 
H 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 900 863 818 847 841 841 847 847 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 904 887 862 847 841 841 847 847 
5.1 , 6, 6.1 , 7, 8 & 9) H 903 904 894 864 841 841 847 847 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 383 383 383 383 383 383 383 383 
winter wheat M 383 383 383 383 383 383 383 383 
H 383 383 383 383 383 383 383 383 
Total JO subregions L 16426 14671 13699 14784 15217 14851 15206 
M 18428 16856 16634 17668 16366 14835 14872 
H 19567 19651 18817 16281 17551 17205 17469 14872 




grain Assumed Kansas Ci ty wheat price ($/bu) 
Subregions and price 
I I I I I stale parts level 1.00 1. 25 1.50 J.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 3.50 
(1000 dollars) 
I. Montana winter wheat L 73433 81914 79224 81427 82386 82386 82386 82386 
(Study Areas I & 3) M 52703 81914 79224 81427 82386 82386 82386 82386 
H 66047 72923 79224 81427 82386 82386 82386 82386 
2. Northern Plains spr ing wheat- L 503417 491729 428545 430398 372892 367320 368436 
summer fallow M 501441 491729 428545 43 1075 430398 372892 367320 368436 
H 431704 46 1726 431075 430398 372892 367320 368436 
(a) Montana state part L 28429 45772 50103 47042 47895 47997 48177 
(Stud y Area 2) M 28429 45772 50103 47042 47895 47997 47997 48177 
H 32406 45772 50103 47042 47895 47997 47997 48177 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 474988 445957 378442 384033 382503 324895 319323 320259 
00 (Study Areas A & B) M 473012 445957 384033 382503 324895 319323 320259 00 
H 399298 415954 378442 384033 382503 324895 319323 320259 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L !000443 996630 977410 885991 783212 787229 786245 769132 
fl ax M 877191 982623 973109 880278 815035 789021 788095 769132 
H 871378 819326 845781 854773 82090 1 825698 803544 
N. Dakota state part L 574773 594100 600342 573403 557570 557570 555874 547264 
(Stud y Areas D, E & C) M 565097 597146 597214 573403 557570 557570 547264 
H 57065 1 570651 552164 567758 557570 557570 555874 547264 
S. Dakota state part L 425670 402530 377068 312588 225642 23037 1 221868 
(Stud y Areas la, lb, 5 & 6) M 312094 385477 375895 306875 257465 23 1451 23222.l 221868 
H 300727 248675 293617 287015 26333 1 269861 269824 256280 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 184059 11 9591 103285 9685 1 95753 95378 95454 88828 
and wi nter whea t M 152989 123106 98777 972.19 95753 95378 95454 88828 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 125531 108243 107342 105 163 98 195 95206 95282 88453 
5. Centra l Plains winter wheat- L 329380 330035 320735 311623 304550 300100 281808 
summer fa llow M 356220 337922 327239 329146 32.1629 304488 296990 278626 
H 362381 34170 1 342825 325324 317794 318197 311885 279077 
Appendix Table 21. Capital use for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I 
grain Assu med Kansas City price ($/ bu ) 
Subregions and I price I I I I I state parts level J.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 I 
( 1000 doll ars) 
(a) Colorado state part L 12.2630 100455 93484 90938 911 57 91249 91095 91023 
(Study Areas l , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 123 193 108609 94363 91424 91249 91095 91023 
H 137410 126333 I 19550 1017 1 I 95345 94533 93 128 91533 
(b) Kansas state part L 131948 132229 136958 130715 121384 114219 114219 115149 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 123558 124418 130906 135190 1311 23 111109 l ll967 
H 10532 1 108417 116324 122.725 124071 123971 111908 
(c) Nebraska state part L 10695 1 96696 99593 99082 99082 99082 94786 75636 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 109469 104895 99593 99593 99082 99082 94786 75636 
H 11 9650 106951 106951 100888 99593 99593 94786 75636 
6. Central Plains transitional L 286508 296772 292954 298704 294321 286550 2.86550 262494 
winter wheat M 280362 285787 294042 292078 294321 286550 286550 2.62494 
H 290579 282353 279143 282360 286346 287678 286550 2.62494 
(a) Kansas state part L 160088 163137 163177 162362 162362 157440 157440 145899 
(S tud y Area 3) M 160944 161960 163137 162362 162362 157440 157440 145899 
H 160743 160743 160743 16232 1 16232 1 157440 157440 145899 
(b) Nebraska state part L 57459 57459 56331 64085 64085 64085 64085 51570 
(S tudy Areas 5 & 6) M 57459 57459 57459 57459 64085 64085 64085 51570 
H 79501 69782 57459 57459 57459 65213 64085 51570 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 68961 76176 73446 72257 67874 65025 65025 65025 
(Study Area 2) M 61959 66368 73446 72257 67874 65025 65025 65025 
H 50335 51828 60941 62.580 66566 65025 65025 65025 
7. Central Plains continuous L 270509 298744 300406 300 188 287919 287919 287919 283904 
winter wheat M 249233 274733 300406 299126 294373 287252 287252 282.907 
H 246924 246995 273628 299126 287252 287252 282907 
(a) Kansas state part L 152229 171735 169602 172770 16655 1 166551 16655 1 162536 
(S tudy Area 2) M 149897 149897 169602 171708 173005 165884 165884 161539 
H 151354 151354 151354 171 708 173005 165884 165884 161539 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 11 8280 127009 130804 127418 121368 12 1368 121 368 121368 
(Study Area 3) M 99336 124836 130804 1274 18 121368 121368 121368 121368 
H 95570 95641 122274 1274 18 121 368 121368 121368 121368 
Appendix Table Capital use for specified assumed wheat prices, IO subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I 
Subregions and I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu ) 
price 
I I I I I stale parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 I.75 2.00 2.50 I 3.50 
( 1000 dollars) 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 120198 ll5908 ll6420 98985 101501 98387 96815 96687 
wheat-sorghum M 128763 126881 124341 121037 97469 98387 967 11 96687 
H 127745 128636 125939 124I07 120005 115877 98649 96667 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 28296 28317 28829 28845 28769 25655 24083 23955 
(Study Area I) M 27357 28267 28777 28672 25655 23979 23955 
H 26339 27230 27325 28022 28155 24027 24056 23935 
(b) Texas state part L 91902 87591 87591 70 140 72732 72732 72732 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 98614 96074 92260 68797 72732 72732 72732 
H 101406 98614 96085 91850 91850 74593 72732 
9. Northwest white wheat L 44966 50817 51169 55183 55236 55236 55236 56176 
M 44516 47361 50817 55183 55236 55236 55236 56176 
H 44346 45453 48884 50948 55236 55236 55236 56176 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 
(Study Areas I , 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 8634 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 
H 8670 8904 9240 9240 9240 9240 9240 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 35726 41577 41929 45943 45996 45996 45996 46936 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 35882 38097 41577 45943 45996 45996 45996 46936 
5.1, 6, 6.1, 7, 8 & 9) H 35676 36549 39644 41708 45996 45996 45996 46936 
I 0. Southeastern Idaho hard L 8806 8783 8768 8759 8752 8747 8744 8734 
winter wheat M 8822 8783 8768 8759 8752 8747 8744 8734 
H 8832 8831 8768 8759 8752 8747 8744 8734 
Total 10 subregions L 2853868 2790268 2688216 2577898 2451 101 2379274 2366769 2298585 
M 2652240 2760839 2685268 2595328 2492652 2380337 2364738 2294406 
H 2575467 2540079 2563062 2514386 2450902 2328874 
Appendix Table 23. Resident labor for specified assumed wheat p1·ices, 10 subregions. 
Feed 
I 




I I I state parts level 1.00 l .50 I. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 I 3.50 
( 1000 hours ) 
I. Montana winter wheat L 9124 11 621 11 512 11678 I 1610 11610 11 610 11610 
(Study Areas 1 & 3) M 9124 11 621 l 1512 11678 ll 610 11610 11 6]0 11610 
H 10509 ll 554 11 512 11 678 11 610 11 610 116 10 11610 
2. North ern Plains spring wheat- L 24789 26717 26987 26993 23539 23051 22969 
summer fallow M 24876 30454 267 17 2.6987 26876 23422 22934 22969 
H 25662 28202 267 17 26987 26876 22934 22969 
(a) Montana state part L 1806 5845 6617 6580 6697 6697 6697 6612 
(S tudy Area 2) M 1814 5845 6617 6580 6580 6580 6580 6612 
H 4136 5845 6617 6580 6580 6580 6580 6612 
(b) N. Dakota state part L 22983 24609 20 100 20296 16842 16354 16357 
(Study Areas A & B) M 23062 24609 20 100 20407 20296 16842 16354 16357 
H 21526 22357 20 100 20407 20296 16842 16354 16357 
3. North ern Plains spri ng wheat- L 57286 56073 52640 47 176 42027 41679 41093 39454 
flax M 53599 56026 5267 1 47000 41935 41347 39484 
H 50454 50489 49474 43766 43706 42994 41035 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 35895 35308 32837 29379 27630 27675 27ll8 25947 
(S tudy Areas D, E & G) M 35492 35308 32879 29379 27630 27675 27118 25947 
H 33073 33073 31917 29670 27630 27675 27118 25947 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 21391 20765 19803 17797 14397 14004 13975 13507 
(Study Areas l a, I b, 5 & 6) M 18107 207 18 19792 1762 1 15723 14260 14229 13537 
H 17381 17557 16872 16136 16031 15876 15088 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 8443 6104 5427 5l92 5170 5142 5137 4874 
and winter wheat M 8132 67 17 5320 5219 5170 5142 4874 
(Study Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 7976 6453 6262 5697 5166 5160 4873 
Appendix Table 23. Resident labor for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Ka nsas City wheat price ($/ bu) 
Subregionsan<l price 
I I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 I 3.50 
(!000 hours) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 33988 299IO 29692 29002 27678 26997 26439 24529 
summer fallow M 34769 31472 29877 29655 28657 26999 26458 24559 
H 34659 33267 32485 30590 28847 28611 24569 
(a) Colorado state part L 10586 8050 7597 7195 6755 6760 6706 6829 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 & 5) M 11634 9069 8044 7571 6913 6760 6706 6829 
H 12670 11921 10507 8479 7284 7190 6978 6854 
(b) Kansas state part L 16967 16145 16081 16070 15186 14500 14500 14535 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 16534 16118 15819 16070 16007 14502 14519 14565 
H 14618 14745 15543 15565 15549 15407 15264 14550 
(c) Nebraska state part L 6435 5715 6014 5737 5737 5737 52.33 3165 
(Study Areas I, 3 & 4) M 6601 6285 6014 6014 5737 5737 5233 3165 
H 7371 6601 6435 6546 6014 6014 5233 3165 
6. Central Plains transitional L 34236 32230 31880 32012 31875 30978 30978 27590 
winter wheat M 34217 35052 32252 32016 31875 30978 30978 27590 
H 35192 34571 34293 31805 31977 31211 30978 27590 
(a) Kansas state part L 2.7094 24640 24501 24466 24466 23660 23660 21599 
(Study Area 3) M 27301 27864 24640 24466 24466 23660 23660 21599 
H 27256 27256 27256 24597 23660 23660 21599 
(b) Nebraska state part L 3388 3388 3155 3384 3384 3384 3384 2057 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 3388 3388 3388 3388 3384 3384 3384 2057 
H 4884 4175 3388 3388 3388 3617 3384 2057 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 3754 4202 4224 4162 4025 3934 3934 3934 
(Study Area 2) M 3528 3800 4224 4162 4025 3934 3934 3934 
H 3052 3140 3649 3820 3992 3934 3934 3934 
7. Centra l Plains continuous L 34468 34930 34587 34489 33280 33280 33280 32698 
winter wheat M 33558 35462 34587 34519 33347 33347 32690 
H 33390 33394 34130 34519 33347 33347 32690 
(a) Kansas state part L 26882 26104 25984 26031 25079 25079 25079 24497 
(Study Area 2) M 26772 26772 25984 26031 26318 25146 24489 
H 26882 26882 25984 26031 26318 25146 24489 
Appendix Table 23. Resident labor for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued). 
Feed 
I I 
grain Assumed Kansas City w heat price ($/ bu) 
Subregions a nd price 
I I I I slate parts leve l 1.00 1.25 1.50 J.75 2.00 I I 3.50 
(JO00 hou rs) 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 7586 8826 8603 8458 8201 8201 8201 820 1 
(Study Area 3) M 6786 8690 8603 8458 820 1 8201 820 1 820 1 
H 6508 6512 8146 8458 8201 8201 8201 8201 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 12137 121 44 12186 12186 12195 12115 12123 121 22 
wheat-sorghum M 12309 12141 12141 12184 12191 12115 121 25 12122 
H 12.245 12310 12118 12144 12147 12121 12121 12 126 
(a) Oklahoma state part L 1892 1899 1941 1941 1950 1870 1878 1877 
(Study Area I) M 1868 1896 1896 1939 1946 1870 1880 1877 
H 1804 1869 1873 1899 1902 1876 1876 1881 
(b) Texas state part L 10245 10245 l0245 10245 10245 10245 10245 10245 
(Study Areas 5a & 5b) M 10441 10245 10245 10245 10245 10245 10245 10245 
H 10441 10441 10245 10245 10245 10245 l0245 10245 
9. Northwest white wheat L 5909 5828 5766 5829 58IO 5810 58 10 5828 
M 5917 5881 5826 5829 5810 5810 58 10 5828 
H 59 12 5917 5918 5818 5810 58 10 5810 5828 
(a) Northcentral Oregon 818 818 818 818 818 818 818 818 
(Study Areas I, 3, 4 & 5) M 818 818 818 818 818 818 818 818 
H 818 818 818 818 818 818 818 818 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 5091 5010 4948 5011 4992 50 10 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 5099 5063 5008 5011 4992 4992 4992 50 10 
5.1, 6, 6.1, 7, 8 & 9) H 5099 5100 5000 4992 4992 4992 5010 
IO. Southeastern Idaho hard L 1623 1608 1599 1593 1588 1585 1585 1577 
winter wheat M 1633 1608 1599 1593 1588 1585 1585 1577 
H 1633 1608 1599 1593 1588 1585 1585 1577 
Total 10 subregions L 222003 220902 212006 206144 198226 192735 191 l06 18325 1 
M 218134 226434 212502 206650 2.01649 192943 191331 183303 
H 217632 218626 214699 2.07908 202837 196589 194014 184867 
Appendix Table 24. Total labor for specified assumed wheal prices 10 subregions. 
Feed 
\ 
Subregions and I 
gra in Assu med Ka nsas CiLy wheat price ($/ bu ) 
price 
I I I I sta te parts level J.00 J. 25 1.50 J. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.50 
(!000 hours) 
I . Montana winter wh eal L 9124 11620 l 1512 11 678 11 610 11610 11 610 11610 
(Study Areas 1 & 3) M 9124 11620 11512 I 1678 l 1610 11 610 11610 11610 
H 10509 11554 11 512 11678 ]1610 J 1610 11610 11610 
2. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 26136 31470 27556 27886 27892 24065 23596 
summer fallow M 26223 31470 27556 27886 27775 23948 23479 235 14 
H 26416 29265 27556 27886 27775 23948 23479 235 14 
(a) Montana state part L 1806 5845 66 17 6580 6697 6697 6697 66 12 
(Study Area 2) M 1814 5845 6617 6580 6580 6580 6580 6612 
H 4136 5845 6617 6580 6580 6580 6612 
"'" (b) N. Dakota state part L 24330 25625 20939 21306 17368 16899 16902 
(Study Areas A & B) M 24409 25625 20939 21306 211 95 17368 16899 16902 
H 22280 23420 20939 21306 21195 17368 16899 16902 
3. Northern Plains spring wheat- L 59946 58222 54727 49049 43759 43411 4282[ 41036 
flax M 56393 58230 54677 48873 45085 43667 43075 41066 
H 53036 53071 5201 5 48382 45498 45438 44722 42617 
(a) N. Dakota state part L 38555 37457 3492.4 31252 29362 29407 28846 27529 
(S tudy Areas D, E & G) M 38286 375 12 34885 31252 29362 29407 28846 27529 
H 35655 35655 34458 31510 29362 29407 28846 27529 
(b) S. Dakota state part L 21391 20765 19803 17797 14397 14004 13975 13507 
(Study Areas l a, lb, 5 & 6) M 18107 20718 19792 1762.1 15723 14260 14229 13537 
H 17381 17416 17557 16872 16136 1603 [ 15876 15088 
4. South Dakota mixed spring L 8465 6104 5427 5192 5170 5137 4874 
and winter wheat M 8174 67 17 5320 5219 5170 5142 5137 4871 
(S tud y Areas 2a, 2b, 3 & 4) H 8080 73 14 6548 6323 5697 5166 4873 
Appendix Table 24. Total labor for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 subregions (continued) . 
Feed 
I Subregions and I 
grain Assumed Kansas City wheat price ($/ bu ) 
price 
I I I I state parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 I 2.50 3.50 
( 1000 hours) 
5. Central Plains winter wheat- L 41770 37231 36531 3522.3 33976 33304 32.745 2.9931 
summer fa llow M 42657 38855 37597 36617 35301 33301 32439 29636 
H 430 19 41505 40281 38416 36187 35992 34840 29603 
(a) Colorado state part L 10675 8139 7673 7270 6829 6834 6779 5675 
(S tudy Areas I, 3, 4 & 5) M 11 707 9140 8118 7646 6989 6834 6779 5675 
H 1288 1 12023 10518 8568 7360 7265 7055 5702 
(b) Kansas state part L 24660 23376 22844 22216 21410 20733 20733 21091 
(Study Areas 4 & 6) M 24348 23430 23465 22957 22575 20730 20427 20796 
H 22.677 22880 23328 23302 22813 22713 22552 20736 
(c) Nebraska state part L 6435 57 16 6014 5737 5737 5737 5233 3165 
(Study Areas 1, 2, 3 & 4) M 6602 6285 6014 6014 5737 5737 5233 3165 
H 7461 6602 6435 6546 6014 6014 5233 3165 
6. Centra l Plains transitional L 34734 32913 32610 32744 32607 31756 31756 28550 
winter wheat M 35070 35645 32934 32747 32607 31756 31756 28550 
H 37612 36961 36569 32491 32664 31988 31756 28550 
(a) Kansas state part L 27591 25322 25230 25197 25197 24436 24436 22558 
(Study Area 3) M 28097 28391 25322 25 197 25 197 2.4436 24436 22558 
H 29442 29442 29442 25284 252.84 24436 24436 22.558 
(b) Nebraska state part L 3388 3388 3156 3385 3385 3385 3385 2057 
(Study Areas 5 & 6) M 3388 3388 3388 3388 3385 3385 3385 2057 
H 4884 4175 3388 3388 3388 3617 3385 2057 
(c) Oklahoma state part L 3755 4203 4224 4162 4025 3935 3935 3935 
(Study Area 2) M 3585 3866 4224 4162 402.5 3935 3935 3935 
H 3286 3344 3739 3819 3992 3935 3935 3935 
7. Central Plains continuous L 35410 35138 34587 34490 33280 332.80 33280 32.698 
winter wheat M 34050 35636 34587 34532 34519 33347 33347 32690 
H 33450 33453 35029 34532 34519 33347 33347 32690 
(a) Kansas state part L 26882 26104 25984 26031 25079 2.5079 25079 24497 
(Study Area 2.) M 26772 26772 25984 26073 26318 25146 25146 24489 
H 26882. 26882 2.6882 26073 26318 25146 24489 
Appendix Table 24. Total labor for specified assumed wheat prices, 10 suhregions 
Feed 
\ 
Subregions and I 
g rain Assumed Ka nsas City whea t price ($ / bu) 
price 
I I I slate parts level 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 2.25 I 2.50 3.50 
( JO00 hours) 
(b) Oklahoma state part L 8528 9034 8603 8459 8201 820 1 820 1 8201 
(S tudy Area 3) M 7278 8864 8603 8459 820 1 8201 8201 8201 
H 6568 6571 8147 8459 8201 820 1 8201 
8. Southern High Plains winter L 14394 14044 14044 15867 16382 16289 162.42 16239 
wheat-sorghum M 16375 16171 : 3141 175 16 17184 16289 1624 1 16239 
H 16438 16432 16226 16099 17678 17545 17608 16240 
(a) Oklahoma sta te part L 2245 2279 2279 22.79 2273 2180 2130 
(S tudy Area I) M 2286 2279 2279 2279 2274 2180 2132 2. 130 
H 2349 2343 2333 2238 2275 2142 2131 
(b) T exas state part L 12. 149 11765 11765 13588 14109 14109 14109 14109 
(S tudy Areas 5a & 5b) M 14089 13892 13862 15237 14910 14109 
H 14089 14089 13893 1386 1 15403 15403 15466 14109 
9. Northwest white wheat L 6952 6834 6730 68 19 6794 6794 6799 6836 
M 6965 6834 6794 6794 6799 6836 
H 6958 6965 6957 6826 6794 6836 
(a) Northcentral Oregon L 961 961 96 1 961 96 1 961 
(Study Areas I, 2, 3, 4 5) M 96 1 961 96 1 
H 961 96 1 961 96 1 961 
(b) Washington-Northern Idaho L 5873 5769 5858 5833 5833 5838 5875 
(S tudy Areas I, 2, 3, 4, 5, M 6004 5950 5873 5858 5833 5833 5838 5875 
5. 1, 6, 6.1 , 7, 8 & 9) H 5997 6004 5865 5833 5833 5838 5875 
10. Southeastern Idaho hard L 2006 199 1 1982 1976 197 1 1968 1966 1960 
winter wheat M 2016 .1991 1982. 197 1 1966 1960 
H 2022 2022 1982 1976 197 1 1968 1966 1960 
Total 10 subregions L 238937 235567 225705 220924 21344 1 207619 205952 197248 
M 237047 243246 229 140 223863 218016 207822 205849 196975 
H 237540 238542 234675 224609 220393 213796 2 11287 198493 
